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A great concern about the effect of oxygen in Se samples has

been solved by a purification method called the distillation-with-Al

method. The electrical conductivity of liquid Se prepared by this

purification method shows Arrehnius behavior with a single activation

energy and positive thermopower within the experimental temperature

range. This indicates that Se samples are oxygen-free. Therefore,

we have the opportunity to study the electronic behavior for Se-rich

Selo() _xTex, Se100_,T1., and Seloo_xAs, alloys.

Measurements on a and S of Seloo_xTex have been made from pure

Se to pure Te. In the Se-rich side, a large drop in S at small x and

low temperatures, and a fast increase in lna at large x and high

temperatures are observed. In this composition range, the electronic

behavior is analyzed in three regimes. The primary transport is the

Maxwell-Boltzmann transport at the mobility edge of the valence band.

For x<20 and at low temperatures, the behavior is described by a two-

band transport mechanism with contributions from the mobility edge of

the valence band and a donor band. For x>40 and at high



temperatures, the electronic transport is in the Fermi-Dirac range,

reflecting movement of the Fermi energy into the valence band.

In the Te-rich side, the behavior of these alloys changes from

semiconducting to metallic. A transition to metallic behavior is

shown by the studies of the electrical conductivity, thermopower and

magnetic susceptibility at high temperatures for x=50 and 60. In the

metallic range (x>70), we infere the shape of the density of states

at the Fermi energy from the dependence of S on a. We also analyze

the joint behavior of S, a, and x9 to deduce information about the

behavior of the Fermi energy Ep and related quantities as T and x are

changed, and to evaluate the parameters describing the electronic

structure.

Reproducible behavior of a and S is observed from 0<x<4 for

Seloo_.T1x as the result of the absence of oxides. Plots of a1/2 vs

x serve as indirect quantitative evidence for nearly complete removal

of oxygen from Se samples.

Measurements of a and S in eloo_.Asx alloys were made at

0<x<25. The behavior of a and S in Se100_,Asx alloys is similar to

the behavior of a and S in Se,00_.Te. alloys.
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ELECTRONIC BEHAVIOR OF PURIFIED SELENIUM-RICH ALLOYS

1. Introduction

Disordered materials have been studied intensively in the last

thirty years. Understanding electronic processes in disordered

materials has proved to be one of the difficult problems in solid

state physics. But the properties of disordered materials and their

great usefulness in technology have created a strong interest in

these materials. There are two catagories of disordered materials.

One is solids which are amorphous. The other one is liquids, which

includes liquid metals, liquid semiconductors (LS), molten salts, and

molecular liquids.

The subject of this thesis concentrates on the electronic

transport in liquid semiconductors (LS), in the hope that it would be

possible to reveal information about the electronic structure of LS.

Transport measurements have been made in Se100_,Te, for x=0 to 100,

Se100_,Tlx for x=0 to 4, and Se100,..As, for x=0 to 25. The Se-rich

alloys have always been difficult to study because of the non-

reproducibility of the electrical conductivity, which is believed to

be due to oxygen impurities. We have prepared oxygen free samples,

in which oxygen impurities were removed by reaction with a small

amount Al, followed by distillation of the Se, in order to reexamine

the electronic behavior of the alloys mentioned above.
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1.1 Liquid Semiconductors

The definition of liquid semiconductors used by Ioffe and Regel

(1) is that LS are electronically conducting liquids with

conductivities less than the usual range for liquid metals. Ioffe

and Regel have suggested that the conductivity a <104 (0 cm)-1 should

be regarded as LS. Allgaier (2,3) has proposed a lower value, a

<5x103 (0 cm)-1. But what kinds of materials are commonly regarded

as LS? Most of LS of interest here are alloys which contain a group

VIB element which we call a "chalcogen element". For example, molten

selenium and molten tellurium fall into this catagory. Some of

elements are solid semiconductors like Si and Ge, but they become

liquid metals in the molten state.

LS and amorphous semiconductors have a number of similarities

such as the behavior of the conductivity as functions of temperature.

However, there are two features of LS which we may notice: (1)

Diffusive motion of atoms in LS may play a special role in

electronic transport when electrons are in localized states; (2) the

electronic structure changes continuously in response to changes in

chemical composition and temperature, which arises from the wide

range of stochiometry which can occur in liquid states. Therefore

the mechanism for the temperature sensitivity of the electrical

conductivity may be different from conventional semiconductors. In

LS, scattering is strong, and the mean free path is the order of the

interatomic distance. Ziman theory is only valid for weak

scattering. On the other hand, other approaches to transport theory,



based on strong scattering, seem to be applicable for LS. This

subject is discussed in the next chapter.

The concept of bond defects is widely used in LS. The bond

defects have a large effect on the electronic structure of LS. In

LS, the bond defects are commonly due to thermally excited

electrically charged atoms or thermally dissociated molecular bonds.

The defects form localized states at small concentrations and at

larger concentrations they form narrow bands, which are within the

band gap. Usually, the concentration of defects in LS is larger than

the concentration of defects in amorphous semiconductors, and it is a

function of temperature.

In LS, different mechanisms electronic transport are possible

because of the presence of bond defects. Ionic transport due to

charged centers may also play an important role in LS. Selenium has

been a popular material in studying LS. The chemical nature of Se

indicates that Se is a covalent rather than an ionic material.

Normally, it is a neutral two-fold bonded center. Particularly in

liquid Se, it can be n-fold (1-F,3-F) bonded and charged electrically

and diamagnetic, or neutral and paramagnetic. Therefore, a possible

electronic transport mechanism in such a material is by hopping of

electrons in localized states which may be charged. In addition, the

charged molecular complex can drift in an electric field, thus giving

the character of an ionic liquid. The transport behavior of LS in

the extended and localized states will be discussed in chapter 2.

Of all the physical properties, the electronic transport

parameters are the most distinctive ones for LS, and many studies of
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LS are based on the transport measurememts. The transport

parameters, the conductivity a and thermopower S, have always been

measured at the same time in this laboratory. There is reason to

measure the conductivity and thermopower at the same time: the

magnitude of a and S are strongly correlated. When a is in the

metallic range (a >300 (0 cm)-1), S is generally small in magnitude.

When a is small, the magnitude of S increases. The correlation of

and S provides a great deal of information about the electronic

transport of LS. But the correlation between a and S given above

occurs when conduction is due to single band transport. If

conduction occurs in two bands simultaneously, the magnitude of S may

be small at the same time that a is small. The theoretical relation

between a and S will be discussed in chapter 2.

1.2 Review of Previous Work

Many studies have been reported in Se and Se-rich alloys. The

early work is discussed briefly here.

(1) Selenium-Tellurium Alloys

The study of Se-Te alloys has covered the range from pure Se to

pure Te (4-16). Mandjuri (8,15) has studied the electrical

conductivity and thermopower of Seloo_ Tex alloys from pure Se up to

23.1 atomic percent Te with temperatures from 250 to 1000 °C. The

thermopower results showed a p-n transition for all liquids, and the

transition temperature decreased with increasing Te concentration.

For pure Se, the thermopower S exhibited n-type behavior. The
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conductivity curve showed several activation energy ranges. Above

720 °C, the activation energy is about 2ev. When temperature is

between 500 and 720 °C, the activation energy is about 1.25 ev.

Below 500 °C, the activation energy varied between 1.5 and 0.5 ev

with different Se samples. Mandjuri suggested that the experimental

data in the range below 500 °C depends on oxygen impurities which can

make thermopower become p-type and increase the conductivity.

A study of the electrical conductivity and thermopower of Seloo-

xTe. with 50< x<100 has been reported by Perron (13,14). The

temperature range extended from below the freezing point to about 900

°C for the electrical conductivity and 750°C for the thermopower.

Perron concluded that the thermal band gaps are between 1.2 and 3

ev, and the hole mobility is larger than the electron mobility. He

pointed out that results on pure Te and alloys with large x (x>80) or

high temperature ends are difficult to explain.

Henri Rasolondramanitra (Henri R.) (16) has studied Seloo_ Te,

alloys at x 30 to 50 from T-350 to 610°C. He found that two-band

transport occurs in these compositions. At low temperature end, the

transport is due to the electron transport at the mobility edge. At

the high temperature end, there is additional transport due to holes

in an acceptor band.

(2) Selenium-Thallium Alloys

Measurements of Seloo_xTlx have been reported over the range

o<x<68 (16-19). A p-n transition in the thermopower S and a minimum

in the conductivity are observed at the stoichiometric composition

x =66.67. Petit and Camp (19) carried out measurements of a for
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0<x<37.7 over a temperature range 250°C<T< 500°C . But they did not

measure S over this temperature range. They used a hopping mechanism

model to interpret the activated conductivity behavior. Henri R.

(16) has reported the conductivity and thermopower measurements for

0<x<55 and temperature up to 630°C. The results show qualitative

similarity to those of previous work. But the thermopower

measurements were the first ones made over the entire composition

range. He pointed out that the behavior of transport when x

approaches 0 can be explained by ionic motion, in addition to the

electronic transport. The over-all behavior for x<40 was interpreted

in terms of electronic transport in an acceptor band formed by

molecular defect centers T1Se- and T1Se*.

(3) Selenium-Arsenic Alloys

The Selo° -xAsx system has not been thoroughly studied. Henkels

and Maczuk (9) measured the thermopower only at very small x, and

they observed a p-n transition in S. Hurst and Davis (20) have

studied a and S over a composition range 35<x<50. The alloys show

p-type behavior in S. From the conductivity measurements, they

observed a minimum band gap at x-40. a and S over a range 0<x<40

have been studied by Henri R.. He observed a p-n transition in S for

x<20, and he also observed that the behavior of a and S is

qualitatively similar to the behavior of a and S in Se-Te alloys.



1.3 Present Work

The interpretation of the electronic behavior of Se and Se-rich

alloys remains unsettled because of the non-reproducibility of the

electrical behavior of Se and Se-rich alloys, which is believed to be

caused by oxygen impurities. Present work includes efforts to

improve purification procedures and reexamination of the electronic

behavior of Se-rich alloys.

We have established a method for preparing oxygen-free Se

samples by distillation after adding a small amount of Al. The

procedure and the results of the purification method are described in

chapter 3. The conductivity a of purified Se is reproducible and it

has a single activation energy over the experimental temperature

range. Earlier work always showed two activation energies: a small

one at low temperatures which is believed to be due to oxygen

impurities, and a larger one at high temperatures which is similar to

our result.

We have carried out measurements of a and S of SelooTex from

pure Se to pure Te in order to reexamine the electronic behavior of

Se-Te alloys. Chapter 4 will report experimental measurements of Se-

rich Se-Te alloys. For the Se-rich side, good reproducibility of a

is observed, and the p-type S is much more reproducible than earlier

results. An analysis of these results will be given in chapter 7.

It is found that for a considerable range of x and T, the transport

occurs at the mobility edge of the valence band. For x<20, the

conductivity at the mobility edge a, is about 11 (0 cm)-1. For
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30<x<50, ac is between 20 and 30 (0 cm)-1. For small x and low T,

there is evidence of additional transport which is due to electrons

in a donor band* formed by D4' and D° centers which are defined in

chapter 2. It causes the thermopower to diminish and ultimately

change from positive to negative. Analysis and the interpretation of

the metallic range for SelooTe. alloys (x>70) will be given in

chapter 6. As a result of this analysis, changes of the electronic

behavior with x and T can be described by the Fermi energy moving in

a rigid band which has a parabolic density of states with a linear

band tail.

Chapter 5 will report measurements of a and S of SelooTl. and

Selo() As. alloys. To our knowledge, this is the first definitive

measurement as x approaches 0 in selenium which is reasonably free of

oxygen. a and S measurements of SelooTlx were made for 0<x<4. A

plot of a112 vs x indicates that the Se sample is oxygen free. a and

S measurements of SelooAs. alloys were made for 0<x<25. The

thermopower shows p-type behavior. The behavior of a and .S is

qualitatively similar to the behavior of a and S in Se-rich Se-Te

alloys.

* See footnote on page 100.
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2. Theoretical Background

In recent years there have been many interesting studies of

amorphous semiconductors which have illuminated our understanding of

their band structure and conduction mechanisms. LS and amorphous

semiconductors are closely related. They are both electronically

conducting disordered materials. Experimental information also shows

a number of similarities, particularly in the behavior of the

conductivity as functions of temperature. Because of the

similarities, the theoretical concepts which have been developed for

amorphous semiconductors can be applied to LS. In this chapter, the

basic theory of amorphous semiconductors will be reviewed.

2.1 Electronic Structure

It has been known since the work of Bloch (22) that there are

universal features in the electronic structure of crystalline solids.

These universal features are: the wavevector k as a good quantum

number, the sharp edges at the bottom of a conduction band and the

top of a valence band, and the well-defined forbidden gap between the

energy bands. The existence of these features is a consequence of

the lattice periodicity.

In disordered materials, the density of states loses the fine

features which are due to the periodicity, because of the lack of the

long range order. But it has the same gross features as in

crystalline solids. The wavevector is no longer a good quantum
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number, therefore, the density of states often serves as a starting

point to understand the electronic structure of disordered materials.

The concept of bond defects is widely used in amorphous semi-

conductors, and it is expected to have broader application in LS. In

LS, a molecular bond can be thermally dissociated or an atom can be

thermally excited into a higher energy state with another bond

number. Atoms with broken bonds or extra bonds or charges are called

bond defects. Bond defects can contribute to the density of states

in different ways; they can form an acceptor band, a donor band, or a.

band tail below the conduction band or above the valence band.

It was recognized early in the study of crystalline semi-

conductors that the spatial fluctuations in the potential due to

impurities in a semiconductor cause band tails at the bottom of a

conduction band and top of a valence band. The theories which have

been developed in the context of impurity bands in highly doped

semiconductors seem to be largely applicable to amorphous materials.

Band tailing theories showing the existence of band tails have been

derived by Lifshitz (21), Halperin and Lax (23,24), Zittartz and

Langer (25), and the theory of Halperin and Lax is frequently

referred to.

Let us consider the character of electronic states at energies

in or near the band tails. Within the bands, the states are

extended, meaning that the wavefunctions of electrons occupy the

entire volume. But it may not be true for the states near or in band

tails. Based on Anderson's paper (26), Mott (27) suggested that the



Fig 2-1 The Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky Model. The tails of the

conduction and valence bands overlap, and shaded area

represents the localized states.

Valence Band

Mobility Gap

Donors-.

Conduction Band

'-Acceptors

11

Fig 2-2 The Davis-Mott model. Shaded area represents the localized

states. Defect centers create acceptor and donor states

near the middle of the gap.
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states in the band tail are localized, meaning that the

wavefunctions of electrons are zero except in particular regions.

The conductivity of the localized states is zero at T-0°K. Mott

suggested that there is a sharp boundary separating the energies of

the extended states and the localized states which is called the

mobility edge.

Several models have been proposed for the band structure of

disordered materials, all of which used the concept of localized

states in the band tail. Cohen, Fritzsche and Ovshinsky (28)

proposed the model (the CFO model) illustrated in Fig 2.1. In their

model, the disorder is large enough for the tails of the conduction

and valence bands to overlap. One of the major objections to the CFO

model, however, is the high transparency of amorphous chalcogenides

below a well defined optical absorption edge. It is now almost

certain from different observations that the extent of tailing in

chalcogenides is rather limited. The most widely accepted band

structure model, the Davis-Mott model (29), will be discussed briefly

in the next section.

2.1.1 The Davis-Mott Model

The David-Mott model is illustrated in Fig 2-2. In this model

the tails of the conduction and valence bands are very narrow and

only extend a few tenths of an electron volt into the energy gap. A

band of compensated levels exists near the middle of the gap. Mott

(30) suggested, furthermore, that the center band may be split into a
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donor and an acceptor band. Evidence supporting the existence of the

gap states is found in luminescence, photoconductivity, and drift

mobility measurements. Ec and Ev are the mobility edges which

separate the localized and extended states in the conduction and

valence bands, respectively. The quantity Ec-Ev is called the

mobility gap. EA, EB, are the band edges of the conduction and

valence bands, respectively.

As mentioned above, the character of the wavefunction changes at

the mobility edges; the wavefunctions are localized in band tails.

According to Mott's view, the mobility p has an abrupt drop at the

mobility edge, the mobility in the extended state is at least three

orders of magnitude higher than the mobility in the localized state,

Aext>1°3Aloc However, there is disagreement about this. Cohen (31)

proposed a slightly different picture on the energy dependence of the

mobility. He suggested that p decreases continuously from the

extended states to the localized states.

The Davis-Mott model was originally derived for amorphous

semiconductors, but many aspects of it also can be applied to

liquids. In liquid Se alloys, we expected that the donor and

acceptor bands are separated, and that the acceptor band is lower

than the donor band. Liquid chalcogenide alloys may contain different

kinds of defects. For example in Se, there are one-fold (1-F)

dangling bond centers D* (the expression of cl° is also often used),

negatively charged centers D- (c1-1), three fold (3-F) positively

charged centers D+ (c3+1), and neutral three fold bounded centers D°

(c3°)(see table 2-1). A donor band can be formed by D° and D+,
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D++e = D°,

where e is an electron, D+ is an empty state, and D° is a filled

state in a donor band. An acceptor band can similarly be formed by

D- and D*,

D-+h D*,

where h is a hole, D- is an empty state, and D* is a hole-filled

state in an acceptor band.

In amorphous solids, the position of the Fermi level is mainly

determined by the charge distribution in the gap states, and the

width of the donor and acceptor bands, in turn, is determined by the

density of defects. But in liquids, the situation is more

complicated. The density of defects is a function of temperature and

composition. The fermi level is determined by the charge neutrality

of charged states. Therefore, it is necessary to use the bond

equilibrium theory (BET) in liquids. In order to understand the band

structure of disordered materials, it is important to know the

density of defects. The density of defects in amorphous solids is

constant, but the density of defects in liquid semiconductors changes

with temperature and composition. This turns out to be an advantage

because the bond defect atoms in amorphous solids are often not in

equilibrium, and it is difficult to prepare a reproducible amorphous

solid sample. But the bond defect atoms in liquid semiconductors are

in equilibrium at high temperature, and reproducible measurements can

be made. The theory of bond defect equilibrium will be discussed in

the next section.
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Table 2-1

Symbols

Defect centers for Selenium. The bar at the top of the Se

represents lone pair electrons.

Bond Structure Nomenclature

c 2 ° -Se- Normal two-fold center (2F)

D* c1° -Si. One-fold center (1F)

Paramagnetic center

D- c -11 -Se(-)

Dangling bond

One-fold negatively charged

center

D° c 3 ° -Se- Three-fold center (3F)

Paramagnetic center

D+ C3+1 - Se -c +) Three-fold positively charged

center
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2.2 Bond Equilibrium Theory

Bond equilibrium theory was developed by M.Cutler (32,33,34,35).

The theory was derived for two-fold bonded alloys to describe the

equilibrium of small concentrations of bond defect atoms. In this

theory, it was shown that the effect of the polymeric structure is to

modify the simple law of mass action (LMA) for an ideal solution by

introducing a single "polymer factor" pn in the concentration of an

n-fold coordinated defect of species 7. The concentration of an n-

fold coordinated defect of species 7 is given by:

cn7 = p.fn exp[p( g7 + q7c1. )], (2-1)

where /3-1/KT, el, is the fermi energy, and the quantities g7 and q7

are the free energy of formation of species 7 and its charge number,

respectively. pn is the polymer factor which reflects the

statistical interaction between the formation of one bond defect and

another due to the fact that these bond defects are part of polymer

chains. fn is a factor to describe the nature of the bonding in the

case of binary alloys, which takes into account the concentrations of

different types of bonds and the composition in binary alloys. If

the liquid contains only one kind of atom, then fnl. This theory

can be applied to liquid Se; for liquid Se the concentrations of

defects are given by:



ds* P1 exP( -Pgs* ),

ds+ p3 exp( -fles - $EF ),

ds- pl exp( + ),

(13° P3 eXP( -Pg3° ))

(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-5)
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where ds*, ds+, ds- and ds° are the concentration of one fold (1-F)

dangling bonds (Ds*), 3-F positively charged centers (Ds+), 1-F

negatively centers (Ds-), and neutral dangling bond 3-fold centers

(Ds°). All concentrations are normalized to the number of atoms per

volume (Nn-2.7x1022 atoms/cm3). The polymer factor pn depends on the

average number of chain branches per polymer molecular A. The

expressions for p and A are:

(28/h)(1-00 11/z,
P1 (2+A)c2[

(1+2A)(c1+2c2+3c3)

be 2(1+A)(c1+2c2+3c2)
P3 """ [(1+2A) Bh(1+2A)

2c3

cl-c2

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

where B and h are parameters related to the allowable bond and

dihedral angles, and b is a slowly varying function of A ranging

between 1 and 2.6. The quantities cl, c2 and c3 are the total
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concentrations of 1-F, 2-F and 3-F centers, respectively. The nature

of the dependence of pn on A is to cause pn to be constant when A<<1.

When A>>l, p1 becomes large and proportional to A, and p3 becomes

small and proportional to A-1.

The electrical and magnetic properties of liquid semiconductors

are affected by the concentrations of defects. The information

predicted by the BET which can be compared to experimental results

includes the behavior of the Fermi energy, as inferred from transport

studies. From the BET, the Fermi energy can be derived by using the

condition of charge neutrality, ds--ds+. Then the Fermi energy EF is

given by

EF (gs+ - gs-)/2 - (KT/2)1n(P1 /P3),

where EF is defined by

e F EF - Ev .

(2-9)

eF is the distance of the Fermi energy respect to a reference energy

Ev which we choose to be the center of the valence band . But the

concentrations of ds+ and ds- can be determined without reference to

EF, they are given by:

ds+ ds = (p1p3)1/2 exp[-(t1/2)(gs+ + gs)]. (2-10)
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In alloys, the equations are more complicated. For instance, in

Se-Te alloys, the defect centers also can be on Te atoms. But, from

the experimental results (36), no evidence has been found that the

free energies of formation of Se and Te defects are appreciably

different. Therefore, by assumming the same free energy of formation

for Se and Te defects, the subscripts in the equations given below

can be dropped. Information about d- was obtained by Henri R. from

the analysis of transport in an acceptor band which is formed by D*

and D- centers. He observed a thermopower SA contributed by the

acceptor band. The value of d- was deduced from SA and d*. The

thermopower SA contributed by this acceptor band can be related to

the ratio of d-/d* in the case of a narrow acceptor band. Equation

(2-2) and (2-4) give

d- 1p lg-g*In = in 1 ( ) gCT 2 p3 2 KT KT
(2-11)

Combining Eq (2-9) with g" -Ts' and g--e--Ts-, the ratio of d- and

d* can be rewritten as:

d- e

KT
e
*

)
1(s-

s* ) ,--E- - (
d KT (2-12)

where s--s*--K1n2, 2 is spin degeneracy, and e--e* is defined as EA-

Ev, EA being the acceptor state energy. Therefore

2d- E -EP A1
KT '

(2-13)
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From the transport formula, SA for a narrow acceptor band is given by

SA (K/e)[( EF -EA )/KT].

The dangling bond centers D* and D° are paramagnetic centers.

The magnetic susceptibility measurement can give information about D*

and D°. In the range of low conductivity and high temperature, the

magnetic susceptibility measurements yield information about the spin

density ds which can be compared with d* and d°. However, there is

reason to believed that d* is much larger than d° (34). Therefore,

the spin density only needs be compared with d*.

2.3 Thermoelectrical Transport

To understand the electronic structure of disordered materials

through transport measurements, it is desireable to understand the

transport phenomena. A brief review of the transport phenomenology

is made here (37-46).

The proper interpretation of transport phenomena in disordered

materials is needed, because understanding of the electronic

structure of disordered materials is still in a state of development.

To find the proper interpretation, first, it is natural to adapt the

theories used successfully in crystalline solids to disordered

material, and then examine the theories to see whether they can

interpret the transport phenomena of disordered materials or not.

One of the differences between crystalline solids and disordered
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materials is the lack of periodicity in disordered materials, so that

the wavevector k is no longer a good quantum number. Another one is

the strong scattering in disordered materials with the consequence

that the Boltzmann transport equation is not valid. Therefore a

different transport theory must be used to interpret the transport

phenomena of disordered materials.

The Kubo-Greenwood formula or the Luttinger equations (45,46)

are used as a starting point rather than the Boltzmann equation for

defining the transport parameter a. The thermopower S is given by

Cutler and Mott (42). Thus the general electrical conductivity a and

thermopower S at finite temperature are given by:

df

f° a(E)
adE,

,,r df,
Cr S 12 3a (r..)L--- - CIL

e -co KT dE '

(2-14)

(2-15)

where f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and is given by

1

1+exp[8(EEf)]

Combining the transport data a and S, it will give a great deal of

information about the electronic structure.

In disordered materials, a(E) has different behavior in

different regions, such as the conduction mechanisms in the extended
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states, at the mobility edge and in the localized states. They will

be discussed in the next few sections.

2.3.1 Extended State Conduction

The function a(E) in Eq (2-14) and Eq (2-15) can be expressed in

a general form

a(E)e2D(E)N(E), (2-16)

where D(E) is a diffusion constant, N(E) is the density of states.

With the use of the Einstein relation

eD
(p is the mobility of carriers) (2-17)

In amorphous solids, the average mobility p usually is about 10

cm2v-ls-1. This value corresponds to a mean free path comparable to

or less than the interatomic distance. In this case, Cohen (31)

suggested that charge transport proceeds(in classical terms) via

diffusive or Brownian motion. The diffusive constant can be written

as

(2-18)
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where me is an electron jumping frequency between two sites, ire.1015

sec-1.

For conduction in extended states, a different approach has been

used based on a random phase model. This model assumes that the

electron wavefunction can be represented as a linear combination of

atomic orbitals with coefficients which have no phase relation from

one site to the next site. Based on this model, Mott (27,38),

Hindley (39) and Friedman (40) have presented more complete

derivations for the conduction mechanism in the extended states.

Hindley's result can be stated as follow:

D(E) (
2r3m20

!I
A2

)N(E) (2-19)

where A is a dimensionless constant, a is the interatomic distance.

It is related to Friedman's result by:

_21! zitzj
ma

r, = 22J (bandwidth)

(2-20)

where Z is coordination number, J is the overlap integral of Bloch

tight binding theory.

As mentioned before, the mobility edge Ec separates the extended

and localized states. It will be seen later that the value of cr(Ec)

plays an important role in LS. Mott and Davis (37) has derived an

expression for a(Ec) in amorphous solids. It is given by
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a (Ec)-0.025e2/ha (2-21)

where a is the interatomic distance. Mott (27) argued that this

quantity is the "minimum metallic conductivity". It is the minimum

conductivity in the extended states.

2.3.2 Localized State Conduction

If a state is localized, i.e a(E) =0 at T-0°K, then the

conduction can only occur by thermally activated hopping at T>0°K.

Every time an electron moves, it hops from one site to another,

where the wavefunction overlaps that of the first site. Since the

two states have different energies, the electron will exchange energy

with the lattice by absorbing or emitting a phonon. The diffusion

coefficient D(E) for hopping is given by:

D(E) [a2cpvph/3]exp[-W(E)/KT) (2-22)

where a is an interatomic distance. vph is phonon frequency (about

1013s-1), W(E) is the actvation energy for hopping, p is a factor

depending on the overlap of the wavefunction and given by:

cp (R/a)2exp(-2aR) (2-23)

with the hopping distance R and the attenuation distance cc-1 of the

wavefunction of electrons.
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2.3.3 Metallic Approximation

The physical implication of Eq (2-14) and (2-15) can be

clarified if it is recognized that df/dE is a bell-shaped function of

width KT, centered at EF. And also [(E-EF)/KT]df/dE in Eq (2-15) is

very similar in shape and character to the deriviative df/dE. If

a(E) changes very slowly near EF on the energy scale of KT, the

behavior of df/dE is just like a delta function, and one can get the

well-known metallic approximation:

a a(EF), (2-24)

S
.2 K2T

(

dlna
3e dE EF (2-25)

From Eq (2-16),(2-21) and (2-26), we can get the diffusive model:

a A[N(EF)]2, (2-26)

271-(h eA)2a

m
where A

Since the Fermi energy EF lies in a region where the density of

states is large, the thermopower S is expected to be small.
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2.3.4 Maxwell-Boltzmann Approximation

Non-degenerate statistics is applied when Ef -Evi>>4KT. Under an

assumption of the existence of the mobility edge, a and S are found

(42)

f

a (Ev1) exl-
E

KT
-Evl

)

K E -E
[ f vl ]

e KT

(2-27)

(2-28)

a and S have the same activation energy. From the measurement

results of a and S, a(Evi) can be solved by using Eq (2-27) and (2-

28)

a(E,1) a exp[(Se/K) - 1]. (2-29)

Eq (2-27) and (2-28) are known as the Maxwell-Boltzmann

approximation.

2.3.5 Characteristic Ranges of a

The theory of a(E) has been given briefly early in this chapter.

Usually materials are classified by magnitude of the electrical

conductivity a.
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(a) a >104 (0 cm)-1: Typical metals are in this category. For

materials in this category, the motion of electrons has long mean

free path (i.e kL>>1, where k is wavevector), and Ziman's theory is

applicable.

(b)200<a<3000 (0 cm)-1: Very many LS are in this catagory. The

conductivity in this range is due to non-activated diffusive motion.

When a is about 2000 to 3000 (0 cm)-1, the scattering distance is

comparable to the interatomic distance, and it leads to the diffusive

model Eq (2-26).

(c) a<100 (0 cm)-1: materials which fall on this range may have four

competing mechanisms for a. The first one is conduction at the

mobility edge. The second one is conduction due to carriers hopping

between localized states near the Fermi energy. Third is conduction

by carriers in the impurity band. The states of the carriers may be

extended or localized. Fourth is conduction due to ionic transport,

which is comparable with the conductivity of the hopping mechanism.

The conductivity due to ionic transport may have different

contribution to the activation energy which may be due to breaking a

bond or the viscosity of the motion of ions.

2.4 Magnetic Susceptibility

The electronic properties of disordered materials have been

investigated by measurements of the magnetic susceptibility. The

magnetic susceptibility provides very useful information about the

density of states N(EF) in high conductivity liquid semiconductors.



In the low conductivity liquid semiconductors at high temperature,

magnetic susceptibility provides information about the density of

paramagnetic defects.

The total magnetic susceptibility of liquid semiconductors is

expressed as

x xi,n xp )(1.- (2-30)
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where xion is the diamagnetic susceptibility which is due to ionic

cores, Xp is the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility and XL is Landau

diamagnetic susceptibility.

For the high conductivity disordered materials in which the

electrical conductivity c is within the range 100 to 3000 (0 cm)-1,

the diffusive model prevails. The model gives the relation between

the electrical conductivity a and the density of states. The

diffusive model is given in Eq (2-26)

a(E) a A[N(Ep)]2

For this case the magnetic susceptibility is given by

X = XD Xp XD (a 8)AB2N(EF), (2-31)

where XD is the temperature-independent diamagnetic susceptibility.

The second term is sum of the Pauli paramagnetic and Landau

diamagnetic susceptibility of carriers, which follows the Pauli law.
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AB is the Bohr magneton. Correction parameters have been added for

uncertain effects of the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility ,6 and

correlation a. In a free electron gas, a 1 and fi-1/3. For liquid

semiconductors, neither is known, but the quantity of a-fi may be

expected to be order of unity.

Equation (2-26) and (2-31) give the relation between x and a

X = XD (a - /3)142,2 A-1/2a1/2. (2-32)

J. A. Gardner and M. Cutler (43) found A-2.0x103ev2atom2(0 cm)-1 for

Sei_xTex from x-0.5 to 0.9 by assuming cc-6 -1.

In the region of low conductivity and high temperature, the

paramagnetic susceptibility XP obeys the Curie law. xp is given by:

Xp
Np2

3KT '

where p is the magnetic moment and given by:

A gAB [J(J + 1)]1/2,

(2-33)

(2-34)

with g the Lande factor. The number of defects N is expressed as

N = NA exp(- LF /KT). (2-35)

where NA is Avagadro's number. AF is the free energy of formation of

the paramagnetic centers, and AFAE-TAs where AE and As are the
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activation energy and entropy of the paramagnetic centers

respectively.

If the paramagnetic centers are dangling bonds, then g-2, J-1/2,

and N-ns which is spin density. Assuming As is temperature-

independent, spin density ns and xp are given by:

ns = NA exp[(As/Ke ) - (AE/KT)], (2-36)

2

4 = KT NA exP[(As/Ke) (AE /KT)], (2-37)

with activation energy AE. The spin density ns and activation energy

of the dangling bonds AE can be found by plotting the experimential

log(xpT) vs 1/T.
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3.Purification

In past years , Se has been the subject of many investigations.

It has been found that the electrical properties of Se are affected

by impurities. A large variety of values has been reported in the

literature for the electrical conductivity and the thermopower of

amorphous (47), crystalline (48,49,50,51,52), and liquid

(4,7,9,16,48,49,50) Se. Some of the reported results suggested that

the influence of impurities becomes weaker on transition from the

ordered (crystalline) to the disordered (liquid). However, there is

a consensus that an important impurity which causes changes of the

electrical properties is oxygen. Therefore, further efforts to

remove oxygen are desirable. The present work has been to study the

effects of removing oxygen and to learn how 0-free liquid Se behaves.

3.1 Previous studies of effects of oxygen

Many studies of effects of oxygen have been reported. Twaddell,

LaCourse, and Mackenzie (47) studied the impurity effects on the

electrical properties of non-crystalline Se. They found that oxygen

impurities decrease the resistivity of Se by up to 8 orders of

magnitude at room temperature. In the case of crystalline Se,

Gadzhiev (48) observed that the room temperature conductivity falls

from 10-3 to 4x10-7 (f2 cm)-1 after removing oxygen. Abdullaev et al.

(49,50) studied high purity Se (99.99999 percent) and the effect of

oxygen. The results showed that the conductivity of Se decreases by
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a factor of 100-1000 at room temperature after deoxygenation.

Kozyrev (51) found a resistivity of Se around 5x107 (0 cm) at 70 °C

for deoxygenated Se and a value of about 104-105 (0 cm) for Se that

did not undergo a deoxidation process.

From the studies above, it seems that the deoxygenated Se

exhibits a smaller conductivity than ordinary Se. However, the

situation in liquid Se is more complicated. Gadzhiev (48) observed

that the conductivity of deoxygenated liquid Se is smaller than that

of ordinary liquid Se. Abdnllaev et al. observed both results:

a(ordinary) > a(deoxygenated) (49), a(ordinary) < a(deoxygnated)

(50). Gobrecht et al (7) measured the electrical conductivity of

liquid Se doped by equilibration with 100 ppm Se02 pressure and with

different oxygen partial pressures (10-5-10 Torr at room

temperature). They found that added Se02 does not affect the

electrical conductivity (Henri R. observed the same result), and the

conductivity increases with oxygen partial pressure up to 10-1 Torr

within the temperature range (300°C, 500°C). Several different

purification methods have been used by Henri R. (16) to examine the

electrical behavior of liquid Se. None of the purification methods

yielded a unique curve for a vs T. A p-type, n-type, or p-n

transition in the thermopower was observed in ordinary and

deoxygenated liquid Se. All the studies indicated that the behavior

of a and S of Se is affected by the amount of oxygen impurity in the

Se sample. Therefore, our goal has been to find a purification

method which can produce oxygen-free samples.
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3.2 Methods of Purification

Several methods of purifying Se had been tested and used by

Henri R.(16). The search for new purification methods was stimulated

by the non-reproducibility of the conductivity and thermopower for

different samples. These are described below.

3.2.1 "Cold Finger" Purification

In this technique efforts were made to remove oxygen impurities

from molten Se while it is in the thermoelectric cell. The electrode

region was elongated so that the end of the cell could be maintained

at relatively low temperature (about 300 °C) during the course of the

measurement at higher temperatures, in the hope that the

concentration of oxygen will be reduced by the formation of a

precipitate of Se02 in the "cold finger".

3.2.2 Electrolysis Purification

The procedure of using tungsten wires as electrodes to

electrolyze Se may possibly remove oxygen. The configuration of

electrolysis purification is shown in Fig 3.1. If capillary tubing

is used for the electrolysis electrodes, removal of oxygen would be

governed by electric field drift of oxygen ions to the bottom of

tubing with the positive lead, which acts as a sink for oxygen ions.

The larger the voltage that is applied to the leads, the faster
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ionic transport will be. The electrodes are removed after

electrolysis.

3.2.3 Distillation

The method is used to get rid of Se02, which has higher vapor

pressure than Se does. The configuration of the purification cell is

shown in Fig 3.2. The purification cell is divided into'three

regions. During the purification procedure, region I, where Se

sample is loaded, is heated up to 550 °C. The temperature in region

II is maintained at 250 °C, which is cool enough to condense the

selenium vapor, but hot enough to maintain a high vapor pressure for

Se02. The Se02 condenses in region III which is at room temperature.

Vacuum is applied at the end of the region III. It is expected that

Se02 will condense at region III, and Se will be left at region II

after distillation.

3.2.4 Distillation with Aluminum

An improved purification procedure was devised which depends on

reducing the Se02 vapor pressure by combining the oxygen with Al.

The Se sample and a small amount of Al are placed in one side of an

inverted V-type cell which is vacuum sealed and then held at 500 °C

overnight. The other side is at higher temperature to prevent the

Se vapor from diffusing. The configuration of the cell is shown in

Fig 3-3. At the beginning of the process the oxygen is "gettered" by
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the aluminum to form A1203. The vapor pressure of A1203 is very low,

so that A1203 is left over in the original side, and Se sample is in

the other side of the inverted V-type cell after distillation.

3.3 Theoretical Relations for Effect of Oxygen

As we know, Se contains bond defects such as three-fold(3F)

positively charged center Ds+ , 1F paramagnetic center Ds* and 1F

negatively charged center Ds- and impurities. From Sec 2-2 the

concentrations of 1F negatively charged centers and 3F positively

charged centers are given by Eq (2-3) and (2-4):

ds+ p3 exp[ -ggs+ + cF)],

ds- exp[-ggs-

Oxygen is expected to be present in the liquid in the form of 1F

negative oxygen ions (D0- centers) as well as possibly in other

forms. We assume that the only charged form is 1-F negative ions.

So the total concentration of negative ions is ds- + d.-, and the

total positive ionic concentration is ds+. Since charge neutrality

is required, we have:

CI = ds+ = ds- + (3-4)

If we let m do-ids-, then



CI ds- (1 + do-/ds-)
I
0(1 0)1/2, (3-5)
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where CI° (P1P3)1/2exP[-P(gs+ gs-)1 is the ion concentration in

the absence of oxygen. In the presence of oxygen ds* cio(11_,)1/2

and ds- cIo/(14.m)1/2. Under the condition of charge neutrality,

the Fermi energy is given by:

KT KT
e F

1
S -g S 4.) ----ln(pl/p3) -

2 2
(3-6)

The Fermi energy is affected by the ratio of ds- and do-. An

increase in do- will decrease ds- and reduce the fermi energy EF.

The conductivity and thermopower depend on the Fermi energy. If

the transport mechanism is electronic, and the transport occurs at

the mobility edge, the conductivities and the thermopowers given in

chapter 2 are:

av a avO exP[-P(Ef Ev)],

Sv K/e[p(Ef - Ev) + 1].

From Eq 3-6, it can be seen that a decrease in do- would raise the

Fermi energy. So, deoxidization of Se can raise the Fermi energy in

Se, decrease the conductivity and make the thermopower more positive.

In addition to the electronic conduction, ionic motion also can

contribute to the conductivity. The motion of the negatively charged
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oxygen ions can increase the conductivity and make a large negative

contribution to the thermopower.

At the present time, the conduction mechanism is still not

clear, but one thing that is certain is that oxygen impurities play

an important role in Se.

3.4 Purification Results

Neither the "Cold finger" purification nor the electrolysis

purification method was sucessful in improving the reproducibility of

the transport curves. In the case of the "cold finger" purification

method, even though there is evidence of greater purity, the behavior

of a and S still depended on the thermal history. The electrolysis

purification method failed, apparently because negative ions

containing tungsten such as tungsten ions were introduced into the

liquid at the anode as the oxygen was removed at the anode. This was

inferred from the appearance of an extrinsic behavior in S at high

temperatures, rather than at low T as observed with the oxygen.

Presumably the dissolved tungsten precipitates at low temperatures,

but it doesn't separate from the liquid because of the high viscosity

and the extremely small particle size, and dissolves again when the

temperature is raised.

A large positive thermopower and a low conductivity are found in

samples purified by the distillation method, indicating that the Se

sample is relatively pure. But the non-reproducibility of a still

exists for different samples. Progress in the purification problem
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was stimulated by the apparent discovery of measureable amounts of

oxygen in Se samples, which were thought to be pure. Se samples

purified by the distillation method were sent to the laboratory of

professor Ehmann at the University of Kentucky, where analysis was

made with a sensitivity of 5 parts in 104. The Se sample had oxygen

impurities about this level (7-8x10-4), which did not differ from

unpurified Se. Apparently, the electrical changes were due to

effects of the purification procedure on other elements.

The measurement results of the distillation-with-Al method

showed a reproducible low conductivity and a more positive

thermopower for different samples, suggesting greater success in

removing oxygen. We believe that this is true. However, oxygen

analysis reports showed that the amounts of oxygen impurities in the

samples do not change appreciably (Table 3-1). This may be explained

by two reasons. One is that, according to the note from Professor

Ehmann, the sample was packaged in polyethylene, the highly

hygroscopic sample could pick up traces of water through the

polyethylene walls. Another possible explanation is that a small

amount of oxygen gets into purified Se during distillation process in

the form of A10 molecules, which are known to have an appreciable

vapor pressure. We also have tested samples for Al at Oregon State

University. The results of the test are given in Table 3-1. The

amount of oxygen is about 15-25 times larger than the amount of Al in

the Se samples. The difference is so large that oxygen could not

have been carried by Al in a form of A10 during the distillation

process. Therefore, the only explanation consistent with the
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Table 3-1 The amounts of oxygen and aluminum in Se samples

Se Sample oxygen DIM Al ppm

Unpurified 730+20

Distilled 880+30

Distilled (A1)1 600+30 70+10

Distilled (A1)2 1110+40 41+6

Distilled (A1)3 1180+40 73+7

Distilled (A1)4 610+30 39+6

Table 3-2 Summary of the results at low temperatures. Eal is the

activation energy. a and S are the conductivity and

thermopower at t (1000/T)=1.4 respectively. Behavior of S

is considered over the temperature range (350°C to 570°C).

D, V and A stand for vacuum, distillation and ammonia

purification method.

Reference a

(10-5 0-1cm-1)

Eal

(eV)

S

(pV/KT)

Behavior

of S

Mandjuri 3-8 0.5-1.15 p-n

Henri R.(V) 2-18 0.24-0.49 -900 - -300 p-n

Henri R.(D) 3-10.5 0.33-0.7 -900 p-n

Henri R.(A) 1.7-6.4 0.53-0.72 -400 - 200 p-n

Lizell 4.5 1.14

Henkels 4.5 1.15

Present work 3.4 1.25 300 p-type
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hypothesis that oxygen has been removed is that part of the oxygen

comes from the H2O in the air. Although the result of the oxygen

analysis does not support the belief that oxygen has been removed,

this hypothesis is supported by the improved reproducibility of the

measurements of S and a, and their quantitative behavior, and

indirect evidence arising from a study of dilute Tl alloys with the

purified Se, which is discussied in Sec 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Effects of Impurities on a and S of Se

The purification results for Se showed that the thermoelectrical

properties of Se strongly depend on the amount of impurities. The

impurities of interest here are oxygen and tungsten ions. Both

oxygen and tungsten impurities present in the Se samples are believed

to be in the form of negatively charged ions. An increase of the

negatively charged ions can decrease the Fermi energy, increase the

conductivity, and make the thermopower more negative.

Henri R. has studied the effect of oxygen purification method on

a as shown in Fig 3-4. The results for a depended on the amount of

oxygen impurities in the Se samples. The tungsten ions introduced by

the electrolysis purification method showed a similar effect on a.

Therefore, it seems that different impurities introduced by different

purification methods have similar effect on a, increasing the

conductivity.

But, the thermopower strongly reflects the effect of different

impurities introduced by different purification methods. The
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intrinsic thermopower of Se is sketched in Fig 3-5 curve I. The

positive slope at high temperatures is due to transport near the

mobility edge. The curve bends down at low temperatures possibly due

to other transport mechanisms. The effect of oxygen impurities in Se

is illustrated in Fig 3-5 curve II. Henri R.'s results and the

result of the distillation method showed similar behavior as

indicated by curve II. According to the discussion in Sec 3.3, an

increase of Do-ions will reduce the Fermi energy and make the

thermopower more negative. The motion of the negative ions also can

make a negative contribution to S. The effect of tungsten impurities

was observed at high temperatures, illustrated in Fig 3-5 curve III.

The result of the electrolysis purification method showed a negative

thermopower at high temperatures, indicating that negativly charged

tungsten ions are present in the liquids. However, the effect of

tungsten impurities is not seen at low temperatures, it can be

explained by the hypothesis that tungsten precipitates out from

liquids at low temperatures, and it is dissolved at high temperature

end. Therefore, we only saw the effect of oxygen impurities at low

temperatures, and the effect of tungsten impurities, which is larger

than that of oxygen impurities was observed at high temperatures.

3.4.2 Results with Purified Selenium

The conductivity a and thermopower S of Se purified by the

distillation with Al method are shown in Fig 3-6 and Fig 3-7. a

shows great reproducibility and a single activation energy over the
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1/T
Fig 3-5 Sketch of the thermopower of Se. Curve I

indicates the intrinsic thermopower of Se.

Curve II shows the effect of oxygen. Curve

III shows the effect of tungstun.
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experimental temperature range (350°C, 580 °C). The thermopower S is

more reproducible than before, and it always displays p-type behavior

over the experimental temperature range.

Comparing the results of the present work with the results of

Mandjuri and Henri R. (Table 3-2), a spread of values at the

activation energy of the conductivity, which showed up in the results

of Mandjuri and Henri R., is not seen in the present results. The

results for a and S exhibit intrinsic behavior of Se which we believe

is relatively free from the effects of oxygen impurities.

3.4.3 Results for Se-Te Alloys

The effects of the improved oxygen removal carry over into the

results of measurement of Se-rich SelooTex alloys with x=10 to 50.

Te was purified by the ammonia purification method (16). The results

for a and S are shown in Fig 4-1 and Fig 4-2. a shows an enhanced

reproducibility in different samples for each composition. The

thermopower S for all the alloys displays p-type behavior. For x<20,

lna is linear with 1/T with a single activation energy. For 30<x<50,

there is a slight curvature in a. The results of Mandjuri showed a

p-n transition in S and two activation energies in a over the

experimental composition range (x=0 to 23). The results of Henri R.

showed a p-n transition in S only for x=10 and a p-type behavior for

the rest of compositions. He also observed a break point in the

slope of a, and a break point is more clearly seen in S over the

experimental composition range for 30<x<50.
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The overall behavior of the present results is not only

quantitatively different from previous results, but also can be

regarded as qualitatively different because of the different behavior

of the slopes. These results will be discussed in detail in chapter

4.

3.4.4 Internal Evidence for Oxygen Removal

Recognition of the effects of interaction of trace amounts of

oxygen with electropositive metal atoms in Se has led to an

interesting reexamination of the thermoelectrical behavior of Se

doped with small amounts of Ti. The previous study of Seloo_.T1,

alloys (16) led to very interesting results in the range 4< x< 31.

But the measurements of a and S for x< 4 showed poor reproducibility.

The amount of oxygen in Se, about 0.08% by mass, corresponds to 0.4

atomic percent. One would expect that when very low concentrations

of T1 ( <4 at %) are added, an appreciable part of it would be

precipitated out Se of in a form of oxide. Since the oxide

solubility depends on T, the a(T) and S(T) curves would be poorly

reproducible.

There is internal evidence to show that oxygen has been removed

by distillation with Al purification procedure. A test of this

mechanism was made by examining the dependence of a on composition x.

An empirical relation between a and x was found in which a is

proportional to x2. This relation can be justified theoretically.

So plots U112 vs x were made, where x is Ti concentration, and data
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points seemed to fall on straight lines fairly well. These lines

cross the positive x axis, and the magnitude of the intercept

corresponds to a precipitation of T1203. On the other hand, a run

made with Se prepared by the distillation- with-Al purification

method not only shows a marked reproducibility of a and S, but also

produced lines which cross the positive axis of al" at x=0, as might

be expected if oxygen has been totally removed. The details will be

given in chapter 5.

3.5 Discussion

The aim of this work has been to investigate the effect of

removing oxygen from Se. The reproducible conductivity of pure Se,

Se-Te, Se-T1, and Se-As alloys and the more consistently p-type

thermopower of pure Se and Se-rich alloys are connected with the

presence of smaller concentrations of oxygen. It seems that the

distillation-with-Al method can nearly completely remove oxygen.

However, there is still some oxygen and Al in Se. It is believed

that oxygen is compensated by Al because Al and oxygen form a

stronger bond than Al and Se do. Small changes in the thermopower

curves are believed to be due to a small amounts of other impurities,

such as possibly sodium ions, which are very difficult to control.

When measurements are made in Se alloys which have higher

conductivities because of the second constituent, such as Te or As,

the effect of impurities becomes relatively small.
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4. Se-Rich Se-Te Alloys

Experimental data for the conductivity and thermopower of Se

rich SelooTe. alloys in the composition range 0<x<50 are reported

in this chapter. We found that for a considerable range of x and T,

the transport occurs at the mobility edge of the valence band.

However, if we go to larger x and high temperatures, the transport is

in the Fermi-Dirac range reflecting movement of the Fermi energy

below the mobility edge. At smaller x and low temperatures, two-

band transport* is observed. The discussion in this chapter is

confined to a description of the experimental behavior. The detailed

analysis of the transport of these alloys will be given in chapter 7.

4.1 Experimental Results

All of the Se and Te samples used for the measurements of a and

S were purified. Te samples were treated by the ammonia purification

method (16). Se samples were purified by the distillation-with-Al

purification method.

The conductivity a and thermopower S in liquid SelooTe. alloys

have been measured from x =0 to 50 over the temperature range 350°C to

580°C. For pure Se, a and S have been shown in Figs 3-4 and 3-5.

For 10<x<50, the results are shown in Fig 4-1 and Fig 4-2. The

positive S shows a p-type behavior over the experimential range, and

* See footnote on page 100.
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it exhibits a positive slope at high temperatures. For x< 20, the

curve bends down at low temperature end, indicating additional

transport which is believed to be due to electrons in a donor band

formed by D° and D+ centers. In this composition range, lna is

linear with 1/T, and it seems that the conductivity due to the

additional transport is too small to be seen in lna. For 40<x<50,

the faster increase in lna at high temperatures is probably due to

absorption of the acceptor band, and the low values of S indicate

that the transport is in the Fermi-Dirac range. The activation

energy of a decreases slightly with increasing Te concentration x

when x<20. For 30<x<50, the activation energy of a remains constant

at low temperatures. The range of activation energy for 3<x<20 is

1.17 ev to 0.93 ev. For 30<x<50, the activation energy at low

temperatures is about 0.92 ev.

4.2 Experimental Errors

a and S measurements of Se rich SelooTeg have been made in

several runs. There are some variations in the values of a and S

from run to run. They are given in Table 4-1. Variations in a and S

may be due to three possible causes: composition error, measurement

error, and uncontrolled impurities.

Composition errors could be caused by vaporization loss of the

more volatile Se during the measurement process. The composition was

usually changed in increments starting from x-0 and going to x-50 by

adding Te. When x reached to 30, the system had been at high Table



4-1 Variations of a and S. Aa and AS are the differences

between the maximum and minimum values a and S

respectively. S is the average of S for all the runs.

The error A of composition is calculated from data at high

temperatures.

X

10

20

30

40

50
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Ax AS/S

T-1.2

Aa

T-1.45

AS/S Aa

0.005 30/797 3.5x10-4/.0048 65/917 3.0x10-5/.00021

0.007 65/618 4.0x10-3/.034 75/857 2.0x10-4/.0022

0.008 55/460 7.0x10-2/.19 80/704 5.5x10-3/.013

0.01 17/320 0.95/1.45 25/571 3.2x10-2/.078

0.012 2/200 9.8/11.2 40/443 0.195/.435

Table 4-2 Runs with different starting composition and a reversed

order

VSEugmaTIVIXItic'n Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

First measurement 0 0 30 0 60

Second measurement 10 10 40 3 50

Third measurement 20 20 50 5 40

Fourth measurement 30 30 10 30

Fifth measurement 40 40 15

Sixth measurement 50 50 20
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Table 4-3 Conductivities and thermopowers of present and earlier

work. Present 1 is the run measured from xO to x =50.

Present 2 is the run measured from x-30 to x-50.

T-1.2 T-1.45

x S (pV/K) a (0-1cm-1) S (pV/K) 0(n -1cm-1)

Present 1(30) 487 0.225 740 1.55x10-2

Present 2(30) 460 0.19 705 1.3x10-2

Henri R. (30) 460 0.162 605 1.65x10-2

Perron (30) 0.4 2.2x10-2

Present 1(40) 327 1.78 585 1.0x10-1

Present 2(40) 320 1.4 560 7.8x10-2

Henri R. (40) 301 1.3 490 1.25x10-1

Present 1(50) 205 15 410 0.56

Present 2(50) 200 11.2 440 0.435

Henri R. (50) 187 12 365 0.82

Perron (50) 198 14.5 493 0.5
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Se at high temperatures. To test roughly the expected magnitude of

this loss, runs have been made with a reversed direction of change in

the composition, given in Table 4-2. Run 1 and run 2 started at x =0,

and showed higher conductivities in x-30, 40, and 50 compared to that

of run 3 which started at x-30 (see Table 4-3). Run 5 which started

at x-60, showed the same conductivity as in run 3 for x-40 and 50,

and for x-30 it is larger. All of these differences are consistent

with a loss of Se with time. A plot of lna vs x for different runs

is shown in Fig 4-3. From the graph, we can roughly estimated the

composition error Ax which is given in Table 4-1. The relative

variations of a and S due to the composition error is given by

Alna--ASe/K

Thus, loss of Se can increase the conductivity and reduce the

thermopower.

The measurement error can always contribute to the variations of

the measurement results. The main cause of measurement error

probably is errors in the temperature correction of the

thermocouples. This has a very small effect on a, which depends on

the average T, but it has a rather large effect on S because S is

proportional to the relatively small temperature difference between

tow probes: SAV/AT. Therefore, variations of S are proportional to

the magnitude of S, AScS. The relative error due to thermocouple

error is about the same over the composition range, and absolute

error is larger at small x, because S is large.
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Fig 4-3 Plots of inc versus x (Te concentration) In the

figure, nth indicates the nth measurement in each

run.
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Small amounts of ionic impurities may play an important role in

the measurements of a and S at low Te concentrations. It is expected

that the effect of ionic impurities is largest at small x where the

electronic conductivity is smallest, and it becomes relatively small

when x gets large. The transport due to the ionic impurities can be

roughly estimated. From a knowledge of the viscosity n of Seloo_xTex

alloys, the diffusion constant is estimated to be about 0.36 cm2/sec

at t-1.2 and 0.08 cm2/sec at t-1.45. Using the Einstein relation,

the corresponding ionic mobility Pi is roughly about 1.5x10-2 V-

1cm2s-1 at t-1.2 and 3.5x10-3 V-1cm2s-1 at t-1.45. With the values

of pi, and assuming c1-10-5, aI is estimated to be 7x10-4 (0 cm)-1 at

t-1.2 and 1.50x10-4 (0 cm)-1 at t-1.45. At t-1.45 and small x, the

estimated ai due to ionic impurities is about the same order as the

variation of a. At high T and high Te concentrations, aI is too

small to contribute to the variation of a, and it is expected that

the variation of a is due to the loss of Se from the sample.

4.3 Discussion

a and S of SelooTex system have been measured by Henri R. (16)

and Perron (14). Henri R. has studied the system from x =30 to x-50.

Perron has studied the system from x-50 to 100. a and S of the

present work differ from their results not only quantitatively but

also qualitatively in the detailed shape of S vs 1000/T. The results

of the present work and early work are given in Table 4-3. Henri

R.'s results were explained in terms of two-band transport which is
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transport at the mobility edge and in an acceptor band. However, the

two-band model has not been found to be applicable for the present

work. In particular, no abrupt change in slope of S vs 1/T was found

at x=30 to 50. These breaks were attributed in Henri R.'s work to

acceptor band transport. This effect was not visible in alloys made

with Al-purified Se. The results of the present work will be

analyzed in chapter 7.
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5. Experimental Results for Se-Tl and Se-As Systems

The measurements of the conductivity and thermopower of the

binary liquids Se -T1 and Se-As are reported in the present chapter.

5.1 Experimental Results of Seloo_xTlx Alloys

According to the phase diagram of the Seloo_xTlx binary system

(55), there are two liquid phases for 0<x<4 if the temperature is in

a range of 220°C<T<440°C. The liquidus for the two liquids was

measured by Petit and Camp (19). a and S of Seloo_ Tlx are reported

in this section for 0<x<4. For this composition range, the liquidus

temperature which is obtained from the Petit and Camp's result is

shown in Fig 5-1. Florian Bell (53) studied Se -T1 system optically

at very small T1 concentrations and found liquidus temperatures which

are higher than the results of Petit and Camp.

Se samples were purified by the distillation-with-Al method.

The Ti did not undergo any purification treatment. The results of a

and S are shown in Fig 5-2 and 5-3. Three runs have been made.

Several compositions were made for each run. The results of all the

runs showed great consistency in a and S. To our knowledge, this is

the first definitive measurement of a and S for 0<x<4 over the

experimental temperature range from 390°C to 590°C.

A rather large increase in a and S with increasing x is

observed. The results for a are shown in plots of lna vs 1/T at

various compositions in Fig 5-2. Within the experimental error, a
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exhibits a single activation energy, Ea = 0.61ev for all of the

compositions. For 0<x<4, Henri R. (16) observed a range of

activation energies from 0.51 to 0.56ev. In the same composition

range, Petit and Camp (19) observed that the activation energy

decreases slightly with increasing x. They found Ea-0.53 ev for

x =0.2. The thermopower data are presented in plots of S vs 1/T in

Fig 5-3. As x increases, the slope of S at low temperatures tends to

level off, and a positive shift of S is observed. The thermopower

approaches a p-n transition for x >4. An interesting result observed

by Henri R. showed that the slope of the thermopower becomes positive

at x>22.7.

A small amount of oxygen was found in Se samples purified by the

distillation method. Because of the high stability of thallium

oxide, one would expect that when very small amounts of T1 are added

in liquid Se, part of it would be precipitated out of Se in a form of

the oxide. It is believed that the non-reproducibility of a in the

results of Henri R. is caused by the Tl oxide which is partially

dissolved at high temperatures. A test of this concept is made by

examining the dependence of a on composition x. An parabolic

relation between a and x is found (a =cx2). The general behavior of

a1/2 is displayed in the isotherms shown in fig 5-4 and 5-5. The

fact that the straight lines do not pass through the origin provides

information about the presence of oxygen. The isothermal plots of

a1/2 vs x serve as indirect evidence that the distillation-with-Al

method succeeds in removing oxygen completely.
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A run made with Se purified by the distillation method is shown

in Fig 5-4. The amount of oxygen in the sample found from oxygen

analysis is about 0.08% by mass, which corresponds to 0.4 atomic

percent. In Fig 5-4, we found that data points fall on two straight

lines fairly well, one for t-1.2, the other one for t-1.3. These

lines cross the positive x axis, and the magnitudes of the intercept

is 0.15 and 0.25. T1 dissolved in Se may be in the form of T1'1 or

T1+3. Therefore, it may have two different oxide forms T120 and

T1203. The melting temperature of T120 is 400 degree lower than that

of T1203. It suggests that T120 is likely to have a higher

solubility than T1203 does. Thus we expect that Tl will precipitate

out of Se in the form of T1203. A 0.4 atomic percent oxygen level

obtained from the trace analyses corresponds to a 0.28 percent T1 in

T1203, which is consistent with the magnitudes of the intercept in

Fig 5-4. If the precipitation were T120, we would expect a larger

intercept, 0.8, on the positive x axis. The smaller intercept which

corresponds to the higher temperature t-1.2 is believed to be due to

the increased solubility of T1203 at high temperatures. If there is

no oxygen in the Se sample, the intercept of the conductivity due to

the presence of Tl should be at x-0. On the other hand, a run made

with Se purified by the distillation-with-Al method is shown in Fig

5-5. The fitted lines cross the positive axis of a112 at x -0, and

the positive value on a1/2 axis corresponds to the conductivity of

pure Se, as might be expected if oxygen has been totally removed.
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Table 5-1 Activation energies of Seloo_rAsx system. Eai and

E0.2, respectivity, are the activation energies

obtained by Henri R. at low and high temperatures. Ea

is the activation energy obtained from the present

work. Se samples used in Henri R. work were vacuum

x

purified.

Eal(ev) Ea2(ev) Ea(ev)

0 .49 ± .01 1.06 ± .02 1.25

1 .55 ± .02

3 .63 ± .01 1.13 ± .02

3.5 1.25

5.2 .61 ± .02 1.26 ± .02

7 1.25

10 .79 ± .03 1.24 ± .01

16 1.16

20 1.07 ± .07 1.13 ± .01

25 1.06
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5.2 Experimental Results of SelooAs. Alloys

a and S measurements of Se100_,As. alloys have been made for

0<x<25 over a temperature range from 380°C to 590°C, with results

shown in Fig 5-6 and 5-7. Se samples were purified by the

distillation-with-Al method. Arsenic samples did not undergo any

purification treatment.

The reproducible conductivity data are presented in plots of lna

vs 1/T in Fig 5-6. a displays a single activation energy. For x<7,

the activation energy Ea of a is about 1.25 ev, which is the same as

that of pure Se. For 7<x<25, Ea decreases with increasing x, and is

given in Table 5-1. Henri R. observed two activation energies Eal

and Eat for the same composition range. Ea, is the one at low

temperatures. Eat is the one at high temperatures, and is similar to

the present results (see Table 5-1). A p-type thermopower is

observed in the present work, and at high temperatures over the

composition range it has the same slope, which is about 1.03 ev. S

decreases with increasing As concentration at high temperatures. For

x<16, S bends down at low temperature end. Henri R. observed a p-n

transition in S for x<10.

5.3 Discussion

The electrical conductivity a of Se100_,T1x increases rapidly

with x in a way similar to what is observed in My(Se5Te5),_y alloys

with monovalent doping elements (57), and this is explained by a
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similar mechanism. The electronic behavior of monovalent doping of

Se5Te5 alloys has been described by transport in an acceptor band

formed by diatomic molecules which contain one-fold bond defect

atoms. In the Se-Tl system, it is believed that an acceptor band is

formed by T1Se* and T1Se- centers, which have an enhanced stability

caused by an attractive interaction between Tl atoms and one-fold Se

defect centers. The liquid is different from a solid in that the

ions are mobile, and transport involves a combination of electronic

and ionic motion.

In the work of Henri R. on Seloo_.T1. (16), the composition

range was much larger: x<55. He found that the Ti atoms for the most

part are bound to the ends of Se chains. But because of the

attraction of Tl atoms to 1F Se bond defects the concentration of

diatomic T1Se* and T1Se- molecules is higher than what is expected

statistically. At large x, the concentration is large enough so that

the main transport is in an acceptor band formed by these molecules.

But at small x these acceptor band states are far apart, causing the

tunneling probability to be exceedingly small. Then the electronic

conductivity becomes small compared to the ionic conductivity due to

the drift of the small T1Se- ions in an electric field. This is

believed to occur when x<9. The change in S from positive to

negative values with descreasing x without a change in the sign of

dS/dT, which occurs at x.-9, can only be explained by a negative

contribution to S due to the ionic conductivity.

The effect of the oxygen impurities in Seloo_.Asx alloys

observed by Henri R. is not seen in the present work. The overall
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behavior of a and S of Se-As system is qualitatively similar to that

of Se-Te system. For x<16, the electronic behavior of a and S at low

temperatures can be described by a two-band transport model. A

detailed discussion of the two-band transport hypothesis is given in

chapter 7 for Se-Te alloys. However, the Se-As system is expected to

contain high densities of three-fold bonded centers. In order to

fully understand the system, a generalization of BET to Se-As system

will be very helpful. M. Cutler (55) has worked on such an

application.
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6. Electronic Structure of Se-Te Alloys in The Metallic Range

This chapter will cover the interpretation of the electronic

properties of Se-Te alloys at high concentrations of Te. The

electronic properties of SexTeloo_x alloys (x=10 to 30, where x is

the concentration of Se) are in the metallic range and depend on

temperature T and composition x. The metallic range is commonly

taken to be indicated by a conductivity a>300 (0 cm)-1, and

thermopower S 100 pVK-1.

Measurements of a and S have been made by Perron(14), and the

measurements were repeated in this laboratory (Fig 6-1,6-2). The

conductivities varied over the experimental temperature and

composition ranges from 2500 (0 cm)-1 to 50 (0 cm)-1, where the

diffusive model is valid. The thermopower measurements varied from

20 pirK-1 to 300 pVK-1. Both the conductivity and thermopower curves

became flat at high temperatures, indicating that the material became

metallic. The positive S values indicate that the transport is in

the valence band. The electronic implications of the data were

examined over this range to see whether they could be described by an

appropriate model.

We infer the shape of the density of states at the Fermi energy

from the dependence of S on a. We also analyze the joint behavior of

S, a, and XP, where xp is the paramagnetic susceptibility, to deduce

information about the behavior of EF and related quantities as T and

x are changed, and to evaluate the parameters describing the

electronic structure.
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6.1 Dependence of The Density of States N(EF') on EF'

The density of states N(E') is assumed to be proportional to the

bth power of E', where b is an empirical constant and E' is the hole

energy, i.e, it is measured downwards in a scale of electron

energies, as shown in Fig 6-3:

N(E') = B(E1)b,

where B is a constant.

(6-1)

In the metallic approximation mentioned in chapter 2 section

3.4, a and S are given by

a = A[N(EF')]2, (6-2)

S
r2 k2T dlna
3 e (

dE'
)

EP
(6-3)

In the metallic range, the paramagnetic susceptibility xp obeys the

Pauli law mentioned in Sec 2.4 and is given by

Xp = (a P)AB2N(EF'). (6-4)

Combining equation (6-1),(6-2), and (6-3), the relation of

ln(S/T) and lna is given by:
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Fig 6-3 Sketch of the density of states. The true density of

states can be described in a good approximation by a

parabolic band with a linear band tail.
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A plot of ln(S/T) vs In a, shown in Fig 6-4, can be used to get

information about the dependence of N(EF') on EF'. At small a and

large S, dln(S /T) /dln(a) decreases in magnitude and the curves tend

to deviate from each other. This may indicate that the metallic

approximation becomes poor or that the shape of the density of states

changes. At larger a and small S, the slope of these curves is -1/2b

and b is found to be 0.53 from Fig 6-1; This result indicates that

the density of states N(EF') is parabolic since b-0.5 for a parabolic

band. But at small a and large S, particular for x-30, b is found

about 1. On using expressions based on Fermi-Dirac integrals instead

of the metallic approximation, which will be discussed in Sec 6.3, we

have ascertained that the change in slope for x-30 cannot be due to a

failure in the metallic approximation.

6.2 Parabolic Band Approximation

The parabolic band assumption seems reasonable at large a and

small S. If the valence band is rigid, we can expect that changes in

the electronic properties with T and x are due solely to changes in

EF'. We examine the behavior of the hole density n to determine the

consistency of a rigid valence band model.

The assumption of a parabolic density of states is applied over

the whole range of EF' under consideration for all compositions.

However, deviations are expected when EF' is near the mobility edge.
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For a parabolic density of states N(EF'), the hole density n is given

by

1
n = d*N.

02

(hole density) (6-6)

2

EF
h

2
2m f '

dn 3n
N(EF') (

'dEEF 2EF'

le(311.2)-2/3n1/3,

(6-7)

(6-8)

where Na (= 2.7x1022 atoms/cm3) is the number of atoms per unit

volume, d* is the atomic concentration of the dangling bonds and m*

is the effective mass of a hole in the valence band. The magnitude

of m* depends on the value of B in Eq (6-1). With the metallic

approximation, a, S and can n be expressed in terms of n, together

with other parameters m*, A and cc-fi. These equations can be inverted

to produce three separate expressions for the spin density ns, n, and

nx respectively, each of which depends on one independent

experimental parameter.

[ c m 7r2f32y2/3
2 , C, =

nS I (Se /K2T) 13/ Th-z,

13
3A 2

rix [ c2(afi)m *j , C2 = (37f2)-2/3

(6-9)

(6-10)



n,
a '3/2,

[

Ac3 m* Z
C3 =-:z(37[2)-4/3 (6-11)
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Hole densities ns, n and nxalso contain three unknown constant

parameters m*, A and cc-fi. We expect that n,, n5, and are

functions of T for a given x. According to equation (6-2),(6-3), and

(6-4), n is proportional to xp3, 03/2, and (T/S)3/2, so that plots of

these functions on a log scale versus T should give parallel curves

for a given composition. If the curves are parallel, one can obtain

the ratio of the constants of proportionality from the shifts

necessary to superpose the curves. By matching n curves, two of the

unknown parameters can be solved if we know one of the three

parameters m*, cc-fi and A. There is reason in magnetic susceptibility

experiments to believe cc-fl is approximately equal to 1. Therefore m*

and A were calculated by superposing the n curves assuming a-f =1.

Then ns, no and nx were calculated by using these three parameters.

Because of the absence of the paramagnetic susceptibility data in 5,

15, and 25 percent Se alloys, we examine data only for x=10, 20, and

30. r1 (oz= a, S, xp) are plotted in Fig 6-5, Fig 6-6 and Fig 6-7 for

each composition.

For x=10, nx and no superpose well, but ns has an appreciable

discrepancy at low temperatures. This seems to be due to error in

thermopower, since a curve based on data by Perron gave a good fit.

At t=1.313, the expected thermopower value is 31.5 pV/K, the measured

value is 36 pV/K, and Perron's data gives 31 pV/K. At the high

temperature end, our experimental data is closer to the expected
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value. At t-1.102, the expected thermopower value is 22.4 pV/K, the

measured value is 21.5 pV/K, and Perron's data gives 20 pV/K. For

x =20, three n curves fit each other fairly well. For x-30, these

three n curves deviate from each other appreciately. That is not

surprising since the analysis in Fig 6-4 indicates that b is equal to

1.0 rather than 0.5. The corresponding values of A, m*/m, and B are

given in Table 6-1 for each composition.

6.3 The Fermi-Dirac Correction

Expressions in terms of Fermi-Dirac integrals are valid in both

the metallic and Maxwell-Boltzmann ranges, and they are used to

verify and correct the results obtained from Sec 6-2 in the range

where the metallic approximation breaks down. The hole density is

given by

ENv(E')f dE'

B(KT)3/2F1/2(e),

Nv(E')B(E')1/2

(6-12)

where f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. F1/2(e) is the

Fermi-Dirac integral given in Appendix A. e denotes EF'/KT, and its

value can be found in several ways described in appendix A. Plots of

EF vs T for electrons are shown in Fig 6-8. The results for nfu,

whrere nfu stands for the Fermi-Dirac correction of nu, are similar

to Fig 6-5, Fig 6-6 and Fig 6-7. This confirms the accuracy of the
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Table 6-1 Parameters in the metallic range.

x A ev2atom2(0 cm) -1 m* B b

10 2.49x103 2.38 0.92 0.5

20 1.97x103 2.45 0.97 0.5

30 1.52x103 2.5 1.00 0.5

30 1.54x103 0.73 1.0
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metallic approximation at x=10 and 20. At x=30, the result of the

Fermi-Dirac correction should bring curves ns, n,., and nx together,

but it did not. Therefore the problem has to be examined in

different way.

6.4 Linear Band Approximation

The hole density n can be derived very easily in the metallic

approximation, and n is given by:

el
n N(E')dE' = 2(EF')2, (6-13)

where N(E')=BE' for a linear band. Again with the metallic

approximation n, can be expressed in terms of a, S, 4 and three

unknown parameters A, B and cc-fl. nu is given by:

a

nu 2AB '

ns (2k2w2
T)2 (B)

3eS "2,,

( Xp \ 2 B

(m-MAB2B

(6-14)

(6-15)

(6-16)

By using the same assumption as in Sec 6-2, cx-fi-1, A is found to be

1.54x103ev2atom2(0 cm)-1, which is very similar to the value of A
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found in the Sec 6-2 (see Table 6-1). B-0.73, but it is not compared

with the previous ones because of the change in b. The n curves are

plotted in Fig 6-9; the three curves are fairly close to each other.

The Fermi-Dirac integral expressions give similar results. This

indicates that the metallic approximation is still valid, but the

density of states is linear. The plot of EF vs T for electrons is

shown in Fig 6-8.

6.4 Discussion

The study of the electronic structure of Se-Te alloys in the

metallic range confirms the parabolic band structure at x-10 and 20,

and indicates a linear density of states at x =30. It also gives

information about the activation energy of the hole density for each

composition from n, curves. But it is interesting to notice that a

disagreement is shown in the hole densities n, obtained from the two

different band approximations. At the high temperature end, the hole

density n(x-30) with linear band is larger than the hole density

n(x-20), indicating apparently that there are fewer empty states in

the band for the more metallic composition. This may be explained by

the Fig 6-3. The fit of the data to a parabolic band model for x<20

ignores the extra states near the top of the valence band due to band

tailing. If this explanation is taken to be true, the quantities for

n, (x-30) and EF are correct with linear band. The activation energy

of the hole density at x =30 is lev, when n, is between 7x1021 and

1x1021 atoms/cm3.
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A more extensive treatment of the hole density in relation to

the density of states and the Fermi energy is given in the manuscript

for a paper which is being prepared for publication. A copy of this

manuscript is presented in Appendix B to this thesis. In this paper,

the electronic behavior is not only examined in the metallic range,

but also in the near-metallic range. In the metallic range, the more

extensive work has been carried out, in additional to the work

covered in this chapter. The shape of the density of'states is found

to change from parabolic at x-20 to linear at x-30. By assuming a

rigid band model, the density of states for parabolic at x-20 is

superposed on linear at x-30, a shift in the zero in ET. for the

parabolic band to 0.42 eV in the linear band is found. The

correction of the hole density with a parabolic band is also made.

In the near-metallic range, a linear density of states is found

for x-40 and 50. By using the linear density of states in the Fermi

Dirac integrals, a comparison of the band susceptibility with the

experimental values is made in this ranges, which shows clear

evidence of a separation from the valence band of states which are

responsible for the paramagnetic susceptibility.
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7. Electronic Behavior of Se-Rich Se-Te Alloys

Experimental data for Se-rich Se-Te alloys have been reported in

chapter 4. The electronic behavior of Seloo...Tex alloys for 0<x<50

is analyzed and discussed in the present chapter. In this

composition range, the primary mechanism is the transport at the

mobility edge. However, there are two extremes where complications

occur. One is that when x is small and at low temperatures, a two-

band transport mechanism becomes important. The other extreme occurs

when x is large and at high temperatures, Fermi-Dirac statistics

needs to be considered because the Fermi energy moves into the

valence band. These three regimes are discussed in detail in the

following sections.

7.1 Transport At The Mobility Edge

The electronic structure of Seloo_xTe. alloys is illustrated in

Fig 7-1. The primary mechanism is due to hole transport at the

mobility edge in the valence band. When EF-Evi>>KT, the Maxwell-

Boltzmann approximation which has been discussed in chapter 2 is

valid. ay and Sy are given by

Qv a, exp[ -( EF - Ey1 )/KT ], (7-1)

Sy K/e[ ( EF - Evl )/KT + 1 ] , (7-2)
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where EF is the Fermi energy, and Evl is the energy of the mobility

edge in the valence band.

The value of ac can be deduced from the experimental results of

the conductivity a and thermopower S, and it is given by

crc a, exp( Sve/K ). (7-3)

Within experimenatl error, ac is constant over much of the

experimental range, as shown in Fig 7-2. The apparent decrease of ac

at small x and low temperatures is due to a two-band effect. The

apparent increase of Cc at large x and high temperatures is due to

the transport in the Fermi-Dirac range which makes the use of Eq (7-

3) invalid. According to Mott's theory for ac, it is related to the

coherence length Ec by

ac 610/c. (7-4)

The coherent length means that a wavefunction loses phase coherence

in passing a distance cc,. The expression of ac given above is

equivalent to the expression derived by Mott (58) for amorphous

semiconductors, namely

ao a 0.03e2/(hLi),

where Li is the inelastic scattering distance. £c, is believed to be

related to Li in the way that when Li<c, ec is replaced by Li.
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Information about EF-E.,1 can be deduced either from experimental

data a or S. If the transport is due to a single band, we have a av

and SS,. Then EF -Evi can be determined by

EF-Evl Sve/K - 1.

It may be given by

EF-Evi = KT1n(ac/av).

(7-5)

(7-6)

If we know ac, EF-Evi can be determined by the equation above. If a

two-band transport mechanism occurs, we have

a = a + ad,

and

(7-7)

aS = avSv + adSd, (7-8)

where ad and Sd are the electrical conductivity and thermopower in

the second band. The conductivity and thermopower are affected by

the second transport mechanism. For x<20, S bends down at low

temperatures, as shown in Fig 4-2, indicating additional transport

which is believed to be due to electrons in a donor band. In that

case, Eq (7-5) cannot be used to determine EF-Evl. ac given in Fig

7-2 strongly depends on S, which cannot be used to determine EF-Evl.

But it seems that the conductivity due to the additional transport

can be neglected, because it is too small to be seen in a.
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Therefore, EF -Evi can be determined by Eq (7-6) to a good

approximation by making an assumption about the value of ac. To find

the correct ac, we assume SSv at high temperature end, and from Eq

(7-3) and (7-8) we get

S,, -S (K/e)[1n(ac/a) +1) - S

(Sy - Sd)a2/a.

The value of ac is adjusted until we get random values about zero for

Sy-S at high temperatures. It is found that ac is about 11 (0 cm)-1

for x<20. This is to be compared with values between 20 and 30 (0-

1cm-1) for 30<x<50 obtained from Eq (7-3). For x>30, the effect of

the additional transport disappears, and EF-Eyi can be evaluate from

S without knowing ac. EF "Evlt the distance of the Fermi energy from

the mobility edge, is traced in Fig 7-3. For x 40 and 50, it only

shows the values at low temperatures where the Maxwell-Boltzmann

approximation is valid.

7.2 Two-Band Transport*

A two-band transport is observed at small x and low

temperatures. It is believed that the additional transport is due to

* During a continuation of the thesis work, a better explanation has

been found for the additional transport, which is now thought to come

from the localized states at the valence band edge.
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electrons in a donor band formed by D+ and D° centers, which can

contribute to the conductivity and contribute a negative thermopower.

The total conductivity a due to a two-band transport is the sum of

the two conductivities a,, and ad in the donor and valence bands

respectively. The relevant equations for a and S are given in Eq (7-

7) and (7-8)

a a + ad,

Sa Sva, + Sdad,

where S,, and Sd are the thermopowers due to the donor and valence

bands respectively. Eq (7-7) and (7-8) can be written as

a a( 1 + ad/a, ),

(S
d

- Sv)ad/a
S Sv(1 ).

For x<20, it seems that the conductivity due to the donor band is too

small to be seen, which means that ad/a, <<1. In the expression of

S, the value of (Sd-Sy) can give a large negative value because of a

negative Sd and a large positive Sy, and its magnitude may be

approximately twice Sy. Thus the change of a and S is about the same

factor. However, a is plotted on a log scale, and S is plotted on a

linear scale. Even though ad/a is too small to have an effect on

the plot of log a, we still can see an appreciable drop in S.
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For x<20, ad is not seen in the conductivity curves, so a av,

then Eq (7-8) can be written into

Sdad = (S Sy)a. (7-9)

Knowing ac, Sy can be deduced from Eq (7-1) and (7-2). The behavior

of Sdad is shown in plots of ln(-Sdad) vs 1/T for x<20, as shown in

Fig 7-4. Within the calculation accuracy, the activation energy of -

Sdad seems constant over the composition range, E(-Sdad)-0.6eV. Sd

can make only a small contribution on the activation energy since it

varies at most as 1/T. Thus the activiation energy of -Sdad is

dominated by the activation energy of ad. At x=20, data points of

ln(-Sdad) are scattered, indicating that the contribution of the

donor band is smaller than the errors in calculating (S - Sv)a. It

is believed that the mobility edge transport mechanism dominates the

transport when x>20.

7.3 Fermi-Dirac Range

As the Te concentration increases, the Fermi energy for

electrons moves downwards, and the quantity EF-Evl decreases. When

Er-Evl is about KT, the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation is no longer

valid. For x>40 and at high temperatures, the large increase of a

with T can be explained by using Fermi-Dirac statistics, and the

transport parameters can be evaluated by using Fermi-Dirac integrals.

If a(E')AB2(E')b, where E' is the hole energy and E'--E, the
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general forms of a and S given in chapter 2 can be written in terms

of the Fermi-Dirac integrals

a AB2(KT)2bG2b(e,x0, '...EF'/KT (7-10)

S = (K/e) (G2b,1( , )/G21,(,xe)) - ], xcEvi'/KT (7-11)

where b is the exponent while appears in Eq 6-1. In the case where

xe-0, Gn(,0) is related to the Fermi-Dirac intergal Fn(0 by Fn -i(e)

Gn(e,0)/n. Fn is described in Appendix A. The quantities A, B are

described in chapter 6.

In order to evaluate we first assume xc-0, and it is

necessary to choose in advance the exponent b in the conductivity due

to the shape of the density of states. The validity of the chosen

value can be tested by trying to superpose a theoretically derived

curve on an experimental plot of ln(a/2AB2 /(21)T2b) vs S. It is found

that good fits could be obtained only with b-1, as shown in Fig 7 -5..

This is consistent with the linear density of states deduced in Sec 6

for x-50-70. For x-40, a good fit only occurs at high conductivity

and small thermopower. The deviation at low conductivity and large

thermopower probably is due to xc00. In this case, the magnitude of

the superposition shift yields the value of AB2. For x=40 and 50,

2AB2-518 and 898 respectively. By using the value of AB2, can be

deduced for each a and S data value. EF (m-EFt) is calcuated with

respect to the band edge for x=40 and 50 at high temperatures, as

shown in Fig 7-6. By superposing plots of EF -Evi vs T on plots of
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E. vs T in Fig 7-6, the magnitude of the superposition shift yields

the value of Evi =0.14 eV for x =40 and 50.

7.4 Correction of Maxwell-Boltzmann Results

The expressions for the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation to the

mobility edge model Eq (7-1) and (7-2) are valid for xeEvi'/KT >>1.

There is evidence to show that xe is between 0 and 2 for x>40. If xe

is about 1, what are the implications of using the mobility edge

formulas?

If we assume that N(E') is exactly linear in E', and that Ee'

remains constant, one can derived a correction to the Maxwell-

Boltzmann results as follows. a and S are derived from Eq (2-14) and

(2-15) using a Taylor expansion for a(E) about a(Evi) assuming that

Evl'>>KT. When the high order terms in (E'-E,1')/KT are taken into

account, one derives

a = AB2(KT)2( xe2 + 2xe + 2 ) exp( e-xe ), (7-12)

S
2xe + 4(K/e)[-e + xe + 1 +
+ 2xe +2 (7-13)

ac which is the conductivity at the mobility edge is given by

a. = AB2(KT)2xe2. (7-14)
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However, the measured a,(m) derived from the mobility edge model

in the approximation that x,>>1 is given by

cr,(m) = a exp( Se/K - 1 ).

To examine the effect of xe on ac, we use Eq (7-12) and (7-13) to

replace a and S in the equation above, then we get

x
a,(m) = AB2(KT)2x,", (1+

2
c
+2)exp[2(x,+2)/(x,2+2x,+2)]

2x 2
a,(1+c_r_)exp[2(x,+2)/(x 2+2x +2)]c cxc

Using the values of x, obtained in Sec 7.3, the values of the

true a, determined by Eq (7-14) for x-40 and 50 are given in Table 7-

4. This result is consistent with the measured a,(m) shown in Fig 7-

2. The values of the measured cre(m) are given in Table 7-1 for

10<x<50. The value of x, is between 1.8 and 2.4 over the

experimental temperature range for Evi-0.14eV. For x<30, there is no

information about x,. If the energy E0 of the mobility edge remains

constant over the composition range 10<x<50, with the result that the

values of x, are the same over the composition range, the true a,

would be very small (<<5 (0 cm)-1) for x<30 because the value of AB2

decreases with decreasing x. As a result, the inelastic scattering

distance Li which seems to have a value 121 A for x=40 would be very

large for x<30. It seems unlikely that the inelastic scattering
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Table 7-1 Values of a (m) and the true ac for xe

x a (m) (0 cm)- 1 a c (0 cm)
-1

50 45 10

40 35 5

30 25

20 11

10 11
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length would have such a large value. On the other hand, if xc gets

large (>>2) when x gets small, the true ac would be larger and the

inelastic scattering distance could remain in a reasonable range.

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the energy of the

mobility edge in the valence band decreases with increasing Te

concentration.

7.5 Application of The Bond Equilibrium Theory (BET)

The overall behavior of Se-Te alloys shows that EF-Evl decreases

with increasing x and T. The decrease of EF-Evl may be due to the

decrease of EF or increase of Evi, probably both. A method for

distinguishing between the shift in EF and the shift in Evi is

provided by BET.

In the Se-Te alloys, D+ centers and D- centers can be Se atoms

or Te atoms with differnet free energies of formation. The resulting

complicated expression for the Fermi energy is given in Appendix C.

No evidence has been found in the present results that the free

energies of formation of Se and Te defects are appreciably different.

Therefore, a simple result can be deduced by assuming gs*..gT+ and gs-

-gT-. Then EF can be written as

eF = (g- - g+)/2 + (KT/2)1n(P3/131). (7-17)

eF is the Fermi energy EF respect to a reference energy E0 which is

the center of the valence band. g- is the free energy in converting
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a normal two-fold chalcogen atom D to D. e is the free energy in

converting a normal two-fold D to D +. pl and p3 are proportional to

A and 1/A where A is the branch ratio respectively, if A>>1. Then Eq

(7-17) can be written as

EF= EF - E0

(g- - g+)/2 + (KT /2)ln (a3 /a1) - KT1nA.

If the composition is changed, E0 and g--s+ remain constant for

a given T, EF can change as a result of a change in A. The change in

A with x (Te concentration) can be estimated from the behavior of the

spin density d* ds. the expression of d* is given by

d* = pl exp(fig*) = alA exp(fig*),

and

ds(x2) A(x2)
ds(xl) A(xl)

Then the change of EF with x is given by

EF(x) - EF (0) -KT1n[ds(x)/(13(0)], (7-18)

where EF(0) is the Fermi energy for Se, Plots of EF(x)-EF(0) vs T

fall on straight lines, as shown in Fig 7-7. The intercepts of these

straight lines are negative, indicating that the Fermi energy for a

given x is lower than the Fermi energy in Se at T-0°C, and the
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magnitude of the intercept increases with increasing x. These

straight lines have a negative temperature coefficient whose

magnitude increases with x.

The behavior of EF was derived from the experimental behavior of

the electrical conductivity and thermopower, and it was found to be

given by

EF - Evl = KT1n(ac/a)

[(Se/K) - 1]1(T.

If we subtract the values of EF -Evi for two different compositions at

a given T, we get

[EF(x) Evi(x)] [EF(0) Evi(0)]

KT1n(ac(x)/a(x)) KT1n(a (0)/a(0)).

For x<20, assuming that ac does not change with x, the change of Ev,

with x is given by

Evi(x) Evi(0)

KT1n[a(x)/a(0)] - KT1n[ds(x)/ds(0)]. (7-19)

For 30<x<50, the thermopower data can be used to evaluate the change

of Evl without regard to whether ac is constant with x, and it is

given by
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Ev1(x) - Ev1(0)

= [(S(x)e /K) - 11KT - KT1n[ac/a(0)] - KT1n[ds(x)/ds(0)].

Plots of Ev1(x)-E,1(0) vs T are shown in Fig 7-8. The results of

Evi(x)- Ev1(0) show that the change in Evl with x (Fig 7-8) is large

compared to the change in EF with x (Fig 7-7). Within the

calculation error, for x<20 and at low temperature end of x-30,

Ev1(x)-Ev1(0)constant, indicating that Evi(x) and Ev1(0) have the

same temperature coefficient. In Se, Pi and p3 are about constant

(34), and p1 and p3 are approximately 4 and 0.8 respectively. By

using Eq (7-6) and (7-17), the temperature coefficient of Ev1(0) is

found to be about 6.03x10-4 eV/K. The large temperature coefficient

of Ev1(0) implies that Ev1(x) also has a significant temperature

dependence.

7.6 Discussion

For x< 20 in Se-rich Se-Te alloys, the additional transport

cannot be due to the transport in the conduction band. If the

transport is in the conduction band, we expect that the thermopower

will drop much faster as T is decreased and x is increased, and the

conductivity will show a different activation energy. The

explanation for the additional transport due to the donor band is

that when the Se concentration increases, the Fermi energy moves away

from the mobility edge, so av gets small. But the concentrations of

the donor states also decrease with increasing Se concentration, so
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that with fewer donor states ad also decreases and ad/av increases

slowly with decreasing x and T. The primary transport in Se-rich Se-

Te alloys is described by conduction at the mobility edge of the

valence in the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation. However, as we know,

when xc is about 1, it can have a large effect on a.. ac found in

Sec 7.1 apparently increases with increasing Te concentration. This

result may not be real, since the increase of ac may be due to a

decrease of xc. Therefore, it is necessary to reexamine the

electronic behavior at the mobility edge in a careful way.

The decrease of EF -Evi with increasing x and T reflects a small

decrease in EF and a large increase of Evl. What causes the change

of Evl? The increase of Eva. with increasing x may be explained by a

broadening of the valence band due to added Te atoms.
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8. Summary

A new purification method has been devised to get rid of the

effect of oxygen. The successful result has been shown in the

reproducible electrical measurements of Se-rich alloys. Plots of

a1/2 vs x in Selo0_.T1. alloys also provides an indirect evidence for

near-complete removal of oxygen. Although the results of chemical

analysis showed that there are very small amounts of oxygen and Al in

Se samples, it is believed that most of the oxygen came from H2O in

the air during the process of oxygen analysis. Because of successful

removal of the effect of oxygen, we have the opportunity to reexamine

the electronic behavior of Se-rich alloys. Measurements were made

for the conductivity and thermopower of liquid binary systems Seloo_

.Tex, Seloo_.T1., and Seloo_.As..

Measurements of the conductivity and thermopower for Se-Te

alloys have been made at compositions from pure Se to pure Te. The

electronic properties change continuously from those of a high

resistivity semiconductor at low T and the Se end, to those of a

poorly conducting metal at high T or high Te end of the composition

range. For Se-rich alloys, the primary transport is the transport at

the mobility edge. Additional transport due to a donor band is

observed at x<20 and low temperatures. For x>40 and at high

temperatures, the electronic behavior is described by Fermi-Dirac

statistics. However, the primary transport described by the mobility

edge formulas becomes questionable when the energy of the mobility

edge is about KT. Although the comparison of a(m) and the true oc
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show consistency for x-40 and 50, the values of a, have limited

accuracy for x<30 because of the questionable accuracy in assuming a

linear density of states.

For Te-rich alloys, the transition from semiconducting to

metallic behavior is shown by studies of the electrical conductivity

a, thermopower S, and the magnetic suscepitibility xp. In the

metallic region, where the diffusive mechanism of electronic

transport is applicable, we use the metallic approximation on a and S

and the correlation of a and S to determine the shape of the density

of states. A parabolic band with a linear band tail has been found.

We also analyze the joint behavior of a, S, and xp to evaluate

electronic structure parameters and hole densities. However, because

of the neglect of the band tail at x-80 and 90, the values of the

total hole densities need to be readjusted. A more extensive

analysis has been carried out in a paper reproduced in Appendix B.

The work of the paper includes a detailed examination of the

electronic behavior in the metallic and near-metallic range,

correction of the hole densities for x=80 and 90, information about

the behavior of EF and related quantities as T and x are changed, and

evidence of an acceptor band moving into the valence band. Most

information about the electronic behavior of Te-rich Se-Te alloys has

been covered in this paper. The electronic transition from

semiconducting to metallic behavior seems to correlate with a

thermodynamic transition indicated by anomalies in the

density,compressibility, and heat capacity. M. Cutler (58) has

investigated the transition from semiconducting to metallic behavior,
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and proposed a model for a structural transformation. However, the

structural transformation is not clear yet at the present time, and

it provides a research problem for further work.

The reproducible measurements of a and S in the Se -T1 system for

small Ti concentration have provided us an opportunity to reexamine

the electronic behavior in the small Ti concentration range. Henri

R. has studied the electronic behavior of Se -T1 system. He used a

combined ionic and electronic motion to explain the electronic

behavior for x<31. However, he overestimated the fraction of the

current due to the ionic motion, because he did not consider the

electronic transport in the valence band. Although the concept of

the ionic motion still can be an explanation for some aspects of the

behavior of Se -T1 alloys, further work needs to be done in separating

in a quantitative way the contribution of the ionic and electronic

motion to the total transport in small T1 concentration.

The Se-As system shows similar behavior to the Se-Te system.

Strong evidence of donor band transport is observed at low

temperatures for x<16. The difference between the Se-As and Se-Te

systems is that the Se-As system is expected to contain high

densities of atoms with three-fold bonding. The application of the

BET to the system will be helpful to understand it (56). However, a

conceptual framework for modeling the system is still needed.
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Appendix A: Fermi-Dirac Integrals

Fermi-Dirac Integrals are used in the intermediate range, where

neither the Maxwell-Boltzmann nor the metallic approximation is

valid. They are used to evaluate the electron or hole density and

transport parameters. The Fermi-Dirac Integral Fm() is defined by

xm
Fm(e) - lc° dx.

0 exp(x-)4-1 (A-1)

If n is the hole density in a valence band Nv(E1), where E' is

the hole energy (E'--E), it is given below:

n = Pli,(E')f dE, (A-2)

f
1

expO(E'-EF)+1 '

,B -1/KT (A-3)

where f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. For a parabolic

band Nv(E)-B(E')1/2, if we let x-E'/KT, .-EF'/KT, the hole density is

given by

x1/2
n = B(KT)3/2 fc°

p exp(x-)+1clx

B(KT)3/2F1/2(e) (A-4)



n is function of e. If we know the Fermi energy i.e , the hole

density n can be evaluated.

The general expressions for a, S, and xp are given by

df
a - c(E)( ) dE,

dE

Sa --2-TalE)f-ELLE\fdf\ dE,
e 0 ` ` KT )(dE)

Xp = (cc-1)ABTf(E) (dN(E)/dE) dE.

(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-7)
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e can be found in several different ways. First, it can be found

from the conductivity measurement. In the metallic region, a(E') -

A[N(EF')]2 obeys the diffusive model. For a parabolic band, a is

expressed in terms of the Fermi-Dirac integral

a = - AB2(KT)J0
dE'

x(-211-1.--) dE' = AB2(KT)F0(e), (A-8)
0

F0 (e) = a/AB2KT. (A-9)

The Fermi-Dirac integral F0(e) can be evaluated

Fo f: exp
1

- +/dx In [1+exp(e)].x (A-10)
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Using Eq (A-9) and (A-10), e can be calculated from the experimental

data for a. Then the hole density n can be written as a function of a

instead of e, and the hole density of the Fermi-Dirac correction nfa

is given by

n fa = B(KT) 3/2F1/2(a). (A-10)

The Fermi energy EF' or e also can be found from thermopower

data S. The same procedure can be used here. The theoretical

thermopower S can be calculated by using Eq (A-6), and we get

S
t

2..E1a2_
e (A-11)

It is not easy to solve e from the Eq. A-11 directly. e can

be found numerically from the plot of 2F1(e)/Fo(e)-e vs e, where

F1(e) and F0(e) are computed. So for each S data point, there is one

e point corresponding to it. Then nfs can be found using Eq A-10.

Magnetic susceptibility data provide another way to find the

Fermi energy. From Eq (A-7), the theoretical xp can be written in

terms of the Fermi-Dirac intergal.

xp = - 1 /2(«- fi)mB2B(KT)1 /2G1/2(),

where Gn(e) = nFn_1(e)

(A-12)
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Here, the graphical method is used again by using the plot of G112(e)

vs e. Then nfx can be calculated using Eq A-10.

The same procedure can be used in the case of the linear density

of states.
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The Electronic Structure of Metallic Liquid Se-Te Alloys

Shaw-Shya Kao and Melvin Cutler

Physics Department

Oregon State University

Corvallis, OR 97331

ABSTRACT

Experimental data for the electrical conductivity a, the

thermopower S, and the magnetic susceptibility x are analyzed for

alloys SexTe100_, in the metallic and near-metallic range of

compositions x-0 to 50. Comparison of the behavior of a and S in the

region where the metallic apporximation to the transport coefficients

is valid shows that a(EF) is proportional to the Fermi energy EF for

x-10 and 20. In view of the validity of the diffusive model for

transport, this corresponds to a parabolic density of states N(EF).

At x-30, it is found that N(EF) changes to a linear dependence on EF,

in keeping with the beginning of band tailing as the Fermi energy

apporaches the edge of the valence band. For x<30, the experimental

behavior of the paramagnetic susceptibility xp confirms independently

the shape of N(EF) deduced from a and S, and comparison of the band

parameters. At x.-40 and 50, where analysis requires the use of
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Fermi-Dirac integrals, the behavior of a and S is still consistent

with a linear N(EF), but the behavior of the experimental xp

indicates that the spin states are separating from the valence band

as the temperatrue is decreased.
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I. Introduction

Selenium and tellurium are group VI elements which form a

homogeneous liquid alloys over all compositions SexTeloo_x. This

alloy system has attracted considerable interest because it has a

continuous electronic change from a high resistivity semiconductors

at low temperature T and high selenium concentrations, to a poorly

conducting metal at high T or at high tellurium concentrations (1,2).

The transition to metallic behavior is shown by studies of the

electrical conductivity a, thermopower S and the magnetic

susceptibility x (3,4). This electronic transition to a metal seems

to be correlated to a thermodynamic transition, as indicated by an

anomalous increase in density (5), and maxima in the compressibility

(6) and heat capacity (7) as T is increased. Many authors believe

that there is also a correlation to an increase in the coordination

number, but this is much less clearly supported by experimental

evidence.

The purpose of this paper is to make a detailed examination of

the electronic behavior in the metallic and near-metallic range, with

the goal of learning as much as possible about the electronic

structure and how it is affected by temperatrue and composition. In

earlier work by Gardner and Cutler (8), a correlation in the behavior

of a and x was found which shows that a is proportional to the square

of the density of states at the Fermi energy N(EF), as expected for

the diffusive mechanism of electronic transport in highly disordered

materials. In the present work, we find it possible to use a method,
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previously used in Tl-Te alloys, to determine the shape of N(EF) from

the dependence of S on a (9). We also analyze the joint behavior of

S, a, and x to test the theoretical model for consistency, to deduce

information about the behavior of EF and related quantities as T and

x are changed, and to determine the parameters of the calculated band

susceptibility with the experimental values at compositions near the

metal-semiconductor transition is made, which shows clear evidence of

a separation from the valence band of states which are responsible

for the paramagnetic susceptibility.

II. Basis of the Analysis

A. Experimental Data.

For the most part, the analysis is based on measurements of S

and a which we made recently in the composition range 0-50 at % Se.

The experimental curves are shown in Fig 1 and 2. These results

agree reasonably well with those reported previously by Perron (1)

and others (10). For the magnetic susceptibility, we have used data

reported previously by Gardner and Cutler (8).

B. Theoretical Equations

The description of the electronic structure of highly disordered

materials such as liquid semiconductors centers on the density of

states N(E). The positive thermopower indicates that the Fermi
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energy EF is in the valence band. For mathematical convenience we

express N(E) as a quantity proportional to a power of the energy E of

a hole, i.e. it is measured downwards in a scale of electron

energies, as indicated in Fig 3. Thus,

N(E) = B(E)b, (1)

where B and b are constants.

In keeping with experimental results (8), the diffusive equation

describes the behavior of the conductivity a(E) of states at energy

E:

a = A[N(E)12,

and

E -E dfSa dE,
e 0 KT dE

(2)

(4)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac probability that a hole is at energy E.

In most of the analysis, we use the metallic approximation,

which is accurate when the Fermi energy for holes EF>>KT. On

substituting Eqs 1 and 2, this yields

AB2EF2b,

and

(5)



S
7/.2 k2T dlna\
3 e dE IEF (6)
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The Pauli susceptibility is related to the density of states N(E)by

Xp = («-P)AB2P(E) (dN(E)/dE) dE,
0

(7)

where AB is the Bohr magnetron. With the metallic approximation this

yields

Xp = (a-P)AB2N(EF), (8)

where correction parameters have been added for the uncertain effects

of the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility (o) and correlation (8). In

a free electron gas, a-P-2/3.

III The Shape of N(E) at EF

In the metallic range, according to Eq 6, S is proportional to

the derivative of a with respect to EF. This equation can be

integrated, using Eq 5 for to express the dependence of EF on a, to

obtain a relation between S and a in the form

ln(S/T) = ln(2b7r2KAB2/3e) + (2b)-11no. (9)
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In accordance with this equation, plots were made of ln(S/T)

versus lna for compositions x-10 to 40, which are shown in Fig 4. It

is seen that the curves have nearly constant slopes which decrease

with increasing x. The slope for x< 20 corresponds to b =0.52. This

agrees well with the value b-1/2 expected for the conventional

parabolic shape of N(E).

The decreasing slope for larger x may be caused either by a

changing shape for N(EF) or by inaccuracy of the metallic

approximation when EF gets too small. To check on the latter

possibility, more accurate expressions were used in place of Eq 9,

which are based on Fermi-Dirac integrals discussed in Sec 5. On

doing this, we found little change form the metallic apporximation.

The slope corresponds fairly well with the value 13=1, which indicates

that the curvature of N(EF) is decreasing with decreasing EF. This

is consistent with the develpoement of band tailing at energies near

the band edge, as expected for a highly disordered system. This is

illustrated in Fig 3. For x-40, we find that the metallic

approximation is inaccurate. It is necessary to use expressions

involving Fermi-Dirac integerals, as described in Sec 5.

IV. The Dependence of Metallic Band Parameters on Composition

In this section we examine the extent to which the elcetronic

behavior is consistent with the existence of a rigid valence band

density of states N(E), in which changes in the electronic properties

with T and x are due solely to changes in EF. In doing this, it has
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been convenient to replace EF by the hole density n as the changing

parameter, where

n a rN(E)f dE, (10)

In the metallic approximation we get from Eq 1

n = BEpb+1/(b+1), (11)

assuming, of course, that N(E) has the same shape over the whole

range of EF under consideration.

a, S, and xp can each be expressed in terms of EF with the use

of Eqs 1, 5, 6, and 8. On inverting these expressions, and replacing

EF with n, expressions for n in terms of the three different

experimental parameters are obtained:

nx = [B /(1+b)] [xp/(a_p)m(1+12)/b, (12)

nu ffi [B /(l +b)] WAB2i(1+12)/21) (13)

ns = [11/(1+b)] [2b7r2k2T/3eS]1 'b. (14)

According to Eqs 12-14, n is proportional to 43, (735, and

(T/S)1.5, so that plots of these functions on a log scale versus T

should give parallel curves for a given composition. If the curves

are parallel, one can obtain the ratios of the constants of
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proportionality from the shifts necessary to superpose the curves.

In Fig 5, we show plots of log nx, log n, and log ns, calculated

with b= 0.5 for x-10, 20, and 30. For each composition, the curves

are shifted verrtically so that they superpose, or else to show

clearly the deviations from a consistent shape.

It is seen that the three curves superpose reasonably well for

x-20. The magnitudes of the two shifts to superpose the three curves

provide quantitative information about the parameters for this

composition. There are three of them in Eqs 12-14: A, B, and cc-fl.

Two of them can be calculated if the third is known. The range of

possible values of cc-fl seems most restricted, and one might expect it

to be least likely to change with composition. Therefore we have

calculated A and B assuming that a-fl-1. The values are listed in

Table 1.

For x-10, n, and nx superpose well, but ns has an appreciable

discrepancy. This seems to be due to experimental error, since a

curve based on thermopower data by Perron (1) fits well. The change

in our S values necessary to give a good fit is not very large - less

than 5 AV/K. The corresponding values of A and B, listed in Table 1

show agreement in the value of B for x=20, and a somewhat larger

value for A.

It is seen in Fig 5 that the curves for x-30 have different

slopes. This is not surprising, since the plot in Fig 4 indicates

that b is equal to 1.0 rather than 0.5. In Fig 6, we show the three

curves calculated from 42, a, and (T/S)2, corresponding to bl, and

it is seen that they match very well. The values of A and B are
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given Table 1. A continues to decrease with x. The value of B is

not to compared with the previous ones because of the change in b.

The magnitudes of n in Figs 5 and 6 correspond to the

calculations based on a-fl-1. It is to be noted that n is smaller for

x-20 than for x-30, indicating apparently that there are fewer empty

states in the band for the more metallic composition. This reflects

the fact that the fit of the data to a prabolic band model for x<20

ignores the extra states near the top of the valence band due to the

band tailing, and indicated by the sketch in Fig 3. We shall show in

Sec 5 that it is possible to patch together these two representations

of N(EF) to get a smooth change in n with x and T.

V. The transition region

For x-40 and 50, neither the metallic approximation nor the

Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation provides accurate solutions to Eqs 3,

4, and 7, and it is necessary to use Fermi-Dirac integrals in the

analysis (12). In doing this, it is necessary to choose in advance

the exponent b in the density of states expression (Eq 1). The

validity of the chosen value can be tested by trying to superpose a

theoretically derived curve on an experimental plot of log(a /TZb)

versus S. It was found that good fits could be obtained only with

b-1, as shown in Fig 7. In this case, the magnitude of the

superposition shift yields the values of AB2, which are listed in

Table 1.
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A similar comparison with experiment can be made for the

paramagnetic susceptibility. No agreement could be found for any

values of b. The theoretical value of xp for b-1 can be calculated

within a constant factor corresponding to the unknown value of B.

The theoretical x, curves for x-40 and 50 are compared with the

experimental curves in Fig 8, using values of B which match the

points at the highest temperature. It is seen that the experimental

curve drops much more slowly with decreasing temperature than the

theoretical curves. The results in Fig 7 show that the theory for

band behavior adequately describes a and S. So our conclusion is

that in this region of composition and temperature, part of the

observed paramagnetism is due to states outside of the valence band.

The shift of the paramagnetism to states external to the valence band

is consistent with merging of states of an acceptor band with the

valence band as x or T is increased. This mechanism was proposed

some time ago by one of us to explain the metal transition in this

alloys system (3)..

To what extent can the inferred values of N(EF) at the different

compositions be placed on a common curve, as required by a rigid band

model? The shape changes from parabolic at x<20 to linear at x =30.

When common values of N(EF) for these two compositions were

superposed, as shown in Fig 9, it requires a shifted to 0.42 eV in

the linear band. The points merge smoothly to form a common curve.

The curve for x-10 is also shown. It is somewhat lower, reflecting

the slightly smaller value of B. This small discrepancy seems to be

within the accuracy to be expected of our analysis.
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In Fig 10 we show the dependence of EF in our synthesized rigid

band on x and T. For x<20, the zero of the Fermi energy has been

shifted to 0.42 eV. The large slopes in x=40 and 50 at high

temperatures are believed to be the effect of the absorption of the

acceptor band states into the valence band. This rapid decrease of

EF with T is the cause of the rapid rise in the conductivity, with an

apparent activation energy of 1.3 eV.

The effects of this phenomenon can be seen more clearly in the

plots of the calculated acceptor band spin density for x =40 and 50

shown in Fig 11. This was calculated by subtracting the valence band

contribution to x shown in Fig 8 from the experimental value, and

using the Curie law to deduce the acceptor band spin density (13).

At low T, the acceptor band spin density has an Arrhenius law

behavior that is observed in Se-rich alloys. But at about 800K, it

goes through a maximum and decreases at higher T as the result, in

our interpretation, of absorption of the acceptor band into the

valence band.

Using the composite density of states curve in Fig 10 together

with the Fermi energy data in Fig 11, we have constructed curves for

the hole density as a function of temperature shown in Fig 12 for

x=10, 20, and 30. They show a continuously decreasing activation

energy as x is decreased and LT is increased. The largest values, at

low T for x-30 exceeds the activation energy 0.6 to 0.7 eV observed

for the paramagnetic centers in the Se-rich alloys, which presumably

represents the energy of formation of dangling bonds. The reason

seems likely to be that it reflects the process of merging the
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acceptor band with the valence band. The fact that the slope

continues to decrease after the band merging is complete, to

activation energies <0.6 eV, may be due to chemical saturation. In

this region, the spin density is approaching the concentration of

atoms (= 2.7x1022 cm 3)

VI. Conclusions

In summary, relatively straightforward analysis in terms of the

metallic approximation for a, S, and xp in the composition range x<30

shows that the experimental behavior of these parameters is

consistent with diffusive transport in a valence band whose density

of states has a parabolic shape for x<20 and is linear in energy for

x-30. In this region, the dependence of the valence band hole

density n on x and T inferred from a and S is consistent with the

behavior of xp. Approximate values of the theoretical parameters

describing the shape of N(E) and the diffusive transport are

calculated subject to an assumption about the value of the magnetic

susceptibility parameter o -8. As x increases and T decreases, EF

moves toward the band edge. For x-40 and 50, the metallic

approximation is inadequate, and theoretical relations involving

Fermi-Dirac integrals must be used. It is found that a and S

continue to follow the theoretical relations indicated for a linear

density of states curve. But the values of xp expected for the holes

in the band fall below the experimental curve as T is decreased.

This discrepancy is interpreted as the result of the separation from
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the valence band of states which form the acceptor band at large x

and low T.

It is possible to combine the curves for N(EF) for the

parabolic and linear regions to provide the basis of a rigid band

model for N(E) in which EF changes continuously as a function of T

and x. When this is done, it is found that in the region where the

acceptor band is mergng with the valence band, there is a rapid

increase in the activation energy of a (1.3 eV). This behavior of a

has long been a puzzle (2). It characterizes a region (II) in the x-

T diagram esparation the metallic region (III) where the temperature

coefficient of arapidly decreases and the semiconductor region (I)

where the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation is valid and the activation

energy of a (0.8 eV) agrees with that of S. When the explanation in

terms of the absorption of acceptor states into the valence band was

originally proposed, there were difficulties in the model, due in

part to the fact that the concept of positive D+ bond defects had not

yet been discovered, which created difficulties in understanding the

behavior of EF. The present work seems to have yielded a reasonable

detailed explanation for region II in terms of this model.

This validity of the rigid band model is not a forgone

conclusion. The mathematical character of the theoretica relations

used in this work results in information about N(E) which is valid

within a distance KT from EF in the metallic region, and the same

distance from the mobility edge in the semiconductor region. There

is no assurance that N(E) remains the same when E has a larger

separation from EF. What we find is that N(E) in the vicinity of EF
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is fairly invariant when EF has the same values with different

combinations of x and T. But the accessible range of values of x for

a given value of EF is fairly limited (ses Fig 10), and all we can

say is that the band is rigid near EF over that limited composition

range. The rigid band model is a convenient device in thinkng about

the band structure in this alloys system, but it is not likely to be

valid over large changes in composition.

This work was supported by a National Science Foundation Grant

No. dmr 8320547.
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Table 1

Valence Band Parameters

x A [103 ev2 B AB2 [103 ev2 b Tk
At% Se atom2(0 cm)-1] (eV)-b atom2(0 cm)-1] (K)

10 2.49x103 0.92 2.13 0.5

20 1.97x103 0.96 1.83 0.5 753

30 1.52x103 1.00 1.50 0.5 838

30 1.54x103 0.73 0.82 1.0

40 <0.78 0.815 1.0 898

50 0.449 1.0 983
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FIGURES

1. Conductivity vs T for 0-50 At% Se.

2. Thermopower vs T for 0-50 At% Se

3. Diagram for the electronic structure.

4. Plots of lna vs ln(S/T) for x-10, 20, 30, 40.

5. Plots of nX, ns, na vs 1/T for x-10, 20, and 30 assuming b-0.5.

6. Plots of nx, ns, na vs 1/T for x-30 assuming b-1.0.

7. Comparison of theoretical and experimental plots of a/T2 versus S

for x =40 and 50.

8. Comparison of experimental xp versus 1/T with theory.

9. Composite density of states curves obtained by setting EF-0 for

the parabolic bands to EF-0.42 eV in the linear band.

10. Dependence of Ey on T for x-10 to 50.

11. Density of spin states in the acceptor band versus temperature

for x-40 and 50. This is normalized to the density of atoms

(2.7x1022 cm-3).

12. Temperature dependence of the hole density in the reconstructed

valence band for x-10, 20, and 30.
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Appendix C The Bond Equilibrium Theory

In the Se-Te alloys, D+ center and D- centers can be Se atoms or

Te atoms. From BET, the expressions for the concentrations of D+ and

D-centers are given by

ds+ ffi Xsps exp(-fi(gs+ + eF)),

dT = XTP1 exP(-fi(gT- eF)),

dT' )(fps exp(-p(gT+ + eF)),

ds = Xspi exp(-ggs- - eF)).

(C-1)

(C-2)

(C-3)

(C-4)

Information about the Fermi energy can be deduced by using the

condition of charge neutrality, d+d-. Then the Fermi energy eF is

given by

eiT ;bs
+ 1+

m
+ (KT)/21n(p3 /p1) +(KT)/21n(

l+a+
)

+(KT)/21n(Xs/XT),

where

(C-5)

dT+., XTexp(-figT+)a+ 1/KT (C-6)ds' Xsexp(-pgs') '



ds- Xsexp(-figs)
dT- XTexp(-figT)

(C-7)
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If gT>gs, & is a small value and m- is a large value. If gs>gT,

m+ is a large value and m- is a small value. If x or m- is large,

we will see the shift of the slope in plots of eF vs T when the

composition changes from Se to Se-Te alloys. However, no evidence

has been found that the free energies formation of Se and Te defects

are appreciably different.


